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Abstract

Six studies of GPS-determined deformation in the central and southern Andes

are presented. First, we give velocity solutions for 16 continuous GPS sites in South

America using a cratonic reference frame defined by 8 stations whose RMS

horizontal velocity is 1.3 mm/yr. Next, we present an integrated velocity field for the

central Andes, eliminating a bias between the velocity fields of the South America

Nazca Plate Project (SNAPP) and the Central Andes GPS Project (CAP). In the third

study we interpret the interseismic crustal velocity field of the central Andes between

12° Sand 23° S using a simple three-plate model in which the Andes are treated as a

rigid microplate located between the Nazca and S. America plates. Best fit to the

observed velocities is obtained if the main plate boundary is fully locked between

depths of~10-50 km and ~8.5% ofNazca-S. America plate convergence is achieved

in the backarc. Next, we determine a Nazca-S. America Euler pole based on an

inversion of GPS data from four Nazca plate sites, excluding Easter Island, because it

appears to be moving at ~6.6 mm/yr with respect to the other Nazca sites. Our Euler

pole is located at 61.0° N, 94.4° W and has a rotation rate of 0.57° /Myr . Comparison

with published finite rotation vectors shows that during the past 10-20 Myrs the

rotation rate has decelerated by 0.04°-0.06 0/ Myr2
• In the fifth study we model the

motion of the Andes between 26° S and 36° S as a rigid microplate. The fit of model

to data is best when the Nazca boundary is fully locked and when the continental

backarc boundary creeps continuously at ~4.5 mm/yr. The model also implies that
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permanent deformation is only accumulating within a narrow zone in the backarc.

Finally, we report uplift of up to 2 cm/yr near the ice fields of Patagonia. The uplift is

consistent with a published model that assumes a low viscocity mantle (5 x 1018 Pa-s)

and an elastic thickness of 25 km. It implies a response to deglaciation since the Little

Ice Age (1400-1850 AD).
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The Andes are the archetype of a continental subduction zone mountain belt. The

ongoing crustal deformation processes that have produced these mountains are

therefore being studied by many groups using a variety of techniques ranging from

traditional seismology to space-based geodesy [Barrientos and Ward, 1990; Cahill

and Isacks, 1992; Kiotz et ai., 1999; Pritchard et ai., 2002]. Since 1993, as part of the

Central Andes GPS Project (CAP), I and other members of our research group have

been using GPS to study current deformation at this highly seismogenic plate

boundary. This dissertation is a collection of six papers, five previously published,

describing some of our principal results.

Current deformation across the central Andes, observed over decadal time scales,

is primarily a manifestation of the elastic deformation of the overriding South

America plate as a result of locking at its boundary with the subducting Nazca plate.

The deformation is largely a transient effect, the strain accumulated between plate

boundary earthquakes is released during the coseismic and postseismic phases of the

earthquake cycle. Careful observation of the surface deformation during the three

phases of the earthquake cycle, in principal, allows one to place constraints on such

things as the degree of locking at the plate boundary, the geometry of the locked

interface, and rheological properties of the lower crust and upper mantle. Once the

elastic deformation has been modeled, that signal can be subtracted from the
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observed deformation and one can then quantify the permanent strains that,

accumulating over geologic time scales, give birth to mountain belts.

The papers included in this dissertation reflect not only our evolving

understanding of the geodynamic processes occurring in the Andes, but also our

growing ability to detect second-order effects as the spatial and temporal aperture of

our GPS network has expanded. In our first paper, [Kendrick et aI., 1999], included

here as Chapter 2, we focused on the critical importance of establishing a geodetic

reference frame attached to the non-deforming (cratonic) part of the South America

plate. Within this reference frame, we presented the velocities of eight continuous

GPS stations located in the currently deforming plate margin. It is only within the

context of such a high quality, stable, reference frame that the velocities of GPS

stations in the deforming region can be properly understood.

In a later paper [Kendrick et ai., 2001], included here as Chapter 3, we presented

an improved reference frame and a much denser velocity field covering that part of

the central Andes between 11 0 S and 23 0 S. Unlike the first paper, this study included

not only continuous GPS station data, but also episodic (survey GPS) data from our

first two GPS campaigns in 1993 and 1996, and from the first two GPS campaigns of

the South America-Nazca Plate Project (SNAPP). The SNAPP team had measured

~40 sites in Bolivia and Peru during campaigns in 1994 and 1996, but the velocity

field they published seemed incompatible with our own results and we suspected their
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velocities were biased due to reference frame problems [Bevis et ai., 1999]. I

reprocessed the data collected by SNAPP, finding that when these velocities were

expressed in our own reference frame, the large bias disappeared, leaving us with a

velocity field in which we had enough confidence to begin our modeling work.

Our first paper modeling the interseismic velocity field of the central Andes

[Bevis et al., 2001] is included here as Chapter 4. Here we showed that the mountain

belt between 11 0 S and 23 0 S can be treated as a rigid microplate located between the

Nazca and South America plates, with motion coaxial to Nazca-South America

convergence. Our simple three-plate model fit the observed velocities if the plate

boundary was locked between depths of~10-50 km, and if~8.5% ofNazca-South

American plate convergence was accommodated in the back arc by underthrusting of

the Brazilian Shield beneath the Subandean zone. Here, the residual back-arc

convergence represents permanent strain associated with mountain-building.

In Chapter 5 [Kendrick et ai., 2003], we argued that a second-order effect, slight

non-rigid behavior of the Nazca plate GPS station on Easter Island (EISL), is

degrading the inversion of the GPS data used by most groups to determine their

values for the Nazca-South America Euler vector [Norabuena et ai., 1998, 1999;

Angermann et ai., 1999]. We believe that EISL is moving ~6.6 mm/yr with respect to

a reference frame defined by the other GPS stations on the Nazca plate. Excluding the

EISL data before inverting the remaining GPS data from the stable parts of the Nazca
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and South America plates gave us what we think is a more accurate Euler pole. We

then compared our value for this Euler pole with published finite rotation vectors and

inferred that during the past 10-20 Myr, the Nazca-South America rotation rate has

decelerated by 0.04°-0.06 0/ Myr2
•

In 2003, armed with even more GPS data, especially from our dense GPS arrays

in Argentina, and using our improved Nazca-South America Euler pole, we published

another paper [Brooks et aI., 2003] modeling the movement of a different section of

the Andes, again as a microplate, but this time without the previous constraint of

coaxiality. In this paper, included here as Chapter 6, we modeled the behavior of the

Andes between 26°-36°S, in contrast to the earlier paper in which we examined

movement of the Andes between 11 ° Sand 23° S. We found that the model most

closely fitting the data required a fully locked Nazca plate boundary. In these

latitudes, the back arc boundary appears to be continuously creeping at ~4.5 mm/yr.

The final chapter of this dissertation is an as yet unpublished paper. Our

understanding ofthe processes at work in the Andes has been improving. When I first

noticed velocity vectors indicating rapid uplift in certain areas of the southern Andes,

I assumed that this indicated problems in my data processing. Over a period of years,

as more data from these remote areas arrived and reinforced the existing patterns, it

became apparent that these signals were real: GPS stations located near the present

day ice fields of Patagonia show uplift at rates of up to 2 crn/yr. The vertical velocity
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field observed seems to fit well with a geomechanical model published by Ivins and

James [1999] in which mantle viscosity is very low (~5 x 1018 Pa-s) and in which the

elastic thickness of the lithosphere is thin (25 kIn). In this scenario the Patagonian

Andes are not responding to the deglaciation since Last Glacial Maximum (19 -21

ka) [Hollin and Schilling, 1981], but are instead responding to much more recent,

rapid deglaciation, especially that since the Little Ice Age (1400-1850 AD).
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Chapter 2: Current rates of convergence across the Central
Andes: Estimates from continuous GPS observations

Eric C. Kendrick!, M. Bevisl
, R. F. Smalley Jr. 2

, O. Cifuentes3
, and F. Galban4

IHawaii Institute for Geophysics & Planetology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii

2Center for Earthquake Research and Infonnation, University of Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee.

3Instituto Geognifico Militar, Santiago, Chile.

4Instituto Geognifico Militar, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Reprinted from Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 26, No.5, Eric C. Kendrick, M. Bevis, R. F.
Smalley Jr., O. Cifuentes, and F. Galban, Current rates of convergence across the Central Andes:
Estimates from continuous GPS observations, p.54 I-544, 1999. Copyright 1999 American
Geophysical Union. Reproduced by pennission of American Geophysical Union.

Abstract

We present velocity solutions for 16 continuous GPS (CGPS) stations located in

South America in a geodetic reference frame that nominally fixes the craton or stable

core of this continent. The RMS horizontal velocity of 8 stations located within the

craton is 1.3 mm/yr. Three CGPS stations located in Chile between about 33° S and

20° S have velocities in the range 19-24 mm/yr. These motions manifest current rates

of convergence across the southern limb of the Central Andes. The lGS station in

Arequipa, Peru (at 16.5° S) in the northern limb of the orocline, however, has a

velocity ofjust 10 mm/yr.
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Introduction

During the course of this decade more than one dozen continuously operating

geodetic GPS stations have been established in South America, as well as several

hundred survey markers that are being positioned episodically by roving GPS

receivers. A primary motivation for this activity is crustal motion geodesy. Several

groups have used GPS observations to estimate the Euler vector describing the

relative motion ofthe Nazca and South American plates [Larson et aI., 1997;

Norabuena et al., 1998; Angermann et al., 1999]. Klotz et al. [1996] used GPS

measurements to infer coseismic deformations associated with the 1995 (Ms = 7.6)

Antofagasta earthquake. Norabuena et al. [1998] used GPS observations to estimate

the rate ofconvergence across the Central Andes in Peru and Bolivia.

Our group has been making roving (episodic) GPS measurements in Chile and

Argentina since 1993. In 1995 and 1996 we began constructing continuous GPS

(CGPS) stations in these countries. We use these stations, many of the regional

stations contributing to the global tracking network of the International GPS Service

(lGS), and two additional CGPS stations in Brazil (Table 2.1) as a regional spatial

reference system. We refer all episodic GPS measurements made by roving field

crews to this reference system, following the strategy described by Bevis et al.

[1997]. In this paper we describe the motions of all CGPS stations that have time

series long enough to enable reliable velocity estimates. We defer discussion of our

roving GPS measurements to a later and longer paper. Our main focus in this paper is
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the realization of a reference frame that represents the rigid core of the South

American continent - we refer to this as a "cratonic" frame for short. Our second

focus is on the motions, relative to the craton, of several CGPS stations located west

of the Central Andes. The velocities of these stations manifest the current rates of

elastic plus anelastic shortening across almost the entire width of the Andean mobile

belt.

Data Analysis

The CGPS data used in this study are described in Table 2.1. For each daily (24

hour) solution we process all available data from these stations using GAMIT [King

and Bock, 1998] and GLOBK [Herring, 1998] software, following the procedure

described by Bock [1996]. This is a distributed analysis scheme in which our daily

regional solution, produced with GAMIT, is merged with the daily global solution for

the IGS network, produced by the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center, in a

free-network adjustment performed by GLOBK. This adjustment takes full account

of the covariance matrices associated with both solutions. Each daily solution is a

polyhedron of GPS sites only very loosely associated with any particular reference

frame.
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Table 2.1. GPS data used in this study

Description of the GPS data used in this study. For each station we list the code

and name, and affiliation, location, number of daily solutions used to estimate

velocities, and time span in years.

Code StName Affil Lat(ON) LoneE) lObs TimeSpan

Cratonic (Stable) South America:

FORT Fortaleza IGS -3.88 -38.43 1725 5.44
KOUR Kourou IGS 5.25 -52.81 1619 5.98
BRAZ Brazilia IGS -15.95 -47.88 464 2.68
PARA Curitiba IBGE -25.45 -49.23 391 2.68
UEPP Pres. Prudente IBGE -22.12 -51.41 351 2.56
LPGS La Plata IGS -34.91 -57.93 947 4.94
LHCL Lihue Calel CAP -38.00 -65.60 568 1.81
PARC Punta Arenas SCARP -53.14 -70.88 736 2.07
Eastern Andes:

TUCU Tucuman CAP -26.84 -65.23 884 3.04
CFAG San Juan CAP -31.60 -68.23 983 3.13
Coastal Chile and Western Andes:

AREQ Arequipa IGS -16.47 -71.49 1453 4.72
IQQE Iquique CAP -20.27 -70.13 783 2.51

COPO Copiapo CAP -27.38 -70.34 837 2.50
SANT Santiago IGS -33.15 -70.67 1840 5.99
ANTC Antuco CAP -37.34 -71.53 788 2.40
COYQ Coyhaique SCARP -45.51 -71.89 250 0.88
Other South American Plate Boundary Zones:

ASCI Ascension Is. IGS -7.95 -14.41 656 2.23
. Nazca Plate:

EISL Easter Is. IGS -27.15 -109.38 1097 4.63

CAP =Central Andes GPS Project, SCARP =Scotia Arc GPS Project,
IGS =tracking station associated with the International GPS Service,
IBGE =Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatfstica.
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If we were studying plate motions at the global scale, we would stack these

global polyhedra, estimate the position and velocity of each station, and transform

this solution into a well-defined global reference frame such as ITRF-96 [Boucher et

al., 1998]. However, our focus is on regional tectonics and relative plate motions.

Like Bock et al. [1997], we have found that global stacking admits significant

amounts of spatially coherent noise into our regional time series. Therefore, we prefer

to stack only those stations within the study region. The resulting positions and

velocities are then transformed into a reference frame that minimizes the motions of

those stations located within the South American craton. The internal consistency of

this frame is best assessed a posteriori by examining the residual velocities of all

stations located within the supposedly rigid craton.

We present our velocity solutions (Fig. 2.1) in a frame which minimizes the

horizontal velocities of the eight cratonic GPS stations listed at the top of Table 2.2.

We make no attempt to minimize the velocity of the IGS station ASCI since it is

located on an active volcano near the South American plate boundary (the Mid

Atlantic Ridge) and may not be part of the rigid plate. The RMS horizontal velocity

of the eight cratonic stations we attempted to fix is 1.3 mm/yr.
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Figure 2.1. Horizontal velocities of CGPS stations in S. America

Horizontal velocities in a craton-fixed frame (Table 2.2). CGPS stations are

marked by green circles, their velocity vectors by red lines, and corresponding

95% confidence intervals by red ellipses. Yellow area indicates (smoothed)

topography higher than 3 km. Dashed blue line indicates approximate eastern

limit ofNeogene deformation. Thin black lines are the 100 and 125 km depth

contours for middle of the Wadati Benioff Zone [Cahill and [sacks, 1993]. Solid

blue, red and green lines indicate subduction, spreading and transform

boundaries. Dashed purple curve·indicates the rupture zone of the great Chile

earthquake of 1960.
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Table 2.2. Station velocities

Station velocities in a frame which minimizes the velocities of the 8 stations

located in the South American craton.

Station North East Horizontal Azimuth

Cratonic South America:

FORT 0.7 ± 0.2 -0.5 ± 0.7 0.9 ± 0.4 -37.0° ± 37.2°
KOUR 0.1 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.7 86.7° ± 9.6°
BRAZ 0.4 ± 0.8 -0.9 ± 1.7 1.0 ± 1.6 -66.5° ± 55.8°
PARA -0.9 ± 1.3 0.6 ± 2.0 1.1 ± 1.5
UEPP -1.1 ± 1.5 0.8 ± 2.2 1.4 ± 1.7
LPGS -0.3 ± 0.4 -1.9 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.5 -98.0° ± 13.2°
LHCL 0.0 ± 0.8 -0.1 ± 0.7 0.1 ± 0.7
PARC -0.3 ± 1.2 1.4 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 1.1 101.4° ± 47.6°
Eastern Andes:

TUCU -0.2 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.5 98.3° ± 12.9°
CFAG 0.8 ± 0.3 7.2 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.3 83.3° ± 2.8°
Western Andes and Coast:
AREQ 2.9 ± 0.2 9.8 ± 0.3 10.2 ± 0.3 73.4° ± 1.3°
IQQE 4.9 ± 0.4 23.0 ± 0.5 23.5 ± 0.5 77.9° ± 1.1°
capo 6.6 ± 0.3 21.9 ± 0.3 22.9 ± 0.3 73.3° ± 0.9°
SANT 4.1 ± 0.3 19.0 ± 0.2 19.4 ± 0.2 77.9° ± 0.9°
ANTC -0.4 ± 0.8 16.3 ± 0.6 16.3 ± 0.6 91.5° ± 2.6°
COYQ 3.3 ± 4.1 4.6 ± 3.4 5.7 ± 3.5 54.8° ± 39.2°
Other South American Plate Boundary Zones:

ASCI -2.8 ± 1.2 -4.3 ± 2.5 5.2 ± 2.2 -122.9° ± 18.6°
Nazca Plate:

EISL -17.6 ± 0.6 65.6 ± 0.7 68.0 ± 0.7 105.0° ± 0.5°
The velocity units are mm/yr.
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The standard errors for our velocities are estimated in a two stage procedure.

First we compute the velocity covariance matrix assuming uncorrelated gaussian

errors, scaling the covariance matrix so that it is consistent with the post-fit scatter in

the time series of positions. This is an almost universal practice [e.g., Larson et al.,

1997]. Secondly we attempt to account for temporal correlations in the noise

affecting the position time series. Velocity errors based on the assumption of gaussian

errors (i.e. white noise) are too optimistic in the presence of colored noise [Larson et

al., 1997; Zhang et al., 1997]. Following the approach of Zhang et al. [1997], we

adopt a fractal gaussian noise model for our time series. This results in our velocity

errors being increased (relative to estimates based on a gaussian model) by a factor

with a typical value of about 2.5. We offer the following arguments in support of our

error estimates. First, we performed a series of data decimation tests in which we

eliminated as much as half of the data at each station. We found that our velocity

estimates were perturbed by amounts which only rarely exceeded the 95% confidence

intervals shown here. Second, for the eight cratonic stations our RMS errors are

roughly comparable to the RMS velocity residuals. We would expect this since most

of the residual motion probably reflects measurement error.

Intercomparisons

Both Norabuena et al. [1998] and Angermann et al. [1999] estimated velocities

for several regional IGS stations in frames that nominally fix the South American

plate. The velocities listed by Angermann et al. [1999] were obtained by transforming

ITRF-96 velocities [Boucher et al., 1998] into a frame that minimizes the horizontal
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velocities of stations KOUR, FORT, BRAZ, LPGS and ASCI. This was achieved by

estimating an Euler pole representing the motion of this group of stations in ITRF-96.

Angermann et al. [1999] also performed a separate regional analysis for the purpose

of positioning two rover GPS stations on the Nazca plate. This analysis provides

largely independent estimates for the motions of the IGS stations KOUR, FORT,

LPGS, AREQ and SANT. After aligning their two sets of solutions as well as

possible, they differed by less than 1-2 mm/yr. We follow this group's lead in viewing

the velocities derived from ITRF-96 as their preferred solution, and we make no

further reference to this independent and supporting result.

Norabuena et al. [1998] defined their cratonic frame by minimizing the

horizontal velocities of KOUR, FORT, BRAZ and LPGS, and two of their own rover

GPS stations (RBLT and SJCH) located near the western edge of the Brazilian craton.

This was done by estimating an Euler pole for the craton using the GPS velocities of

these stations as stated in ITRF-94. Norabuena et al. [1998], Angermann et al. [1999]

and we have used three different sets of stations to realize our "craton-fixed" frames.

As such it is unlikely that these frames are exactly equivalent.

We can compare the residual velocities found by each group at the cratonic sites

KOUR, FORT, BRAZ and LPGS (Fig. 2.2). We find no significant discrepancies. We

can also compare the velocities found for four non-cratonic IGS stations. The three

solutions found for EISL on the Nazca plate are in reasonable agreement - the
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marginal difference in the azimuths found by Angermann et ai. [1999] and us

suggests that their cratonic frame may be rotating very slightly relative to ours. The

two velocity solutions for station ASC1 are in good agreement. The largest and only

major discrepancy occurs at Arequipa (AREQ). Here Norabuena et ai. [1998] find a

horizontal velocity of22.6 ± 1.7 mm1yr whereas Angermann et ai. [1999] and we find

velocities of 11.9 ± 0.6 mm1yr and 10.2 ± 0.3 mm1yr, respectively. This discrepancy

cannot be explained by slight relative rotation ofour cratonic reference frames since

the velocity reported by Norabuena et ai. [1998] differs mainly in magnitude relative

to the other results (Fig. 2.2). We note that an earlier paper by Le.fJler et ai. [1997]

reported the velocity of AREQ as 13.3 ± 1.5 mm/yr oriented N 72°± 3° (one sigma

errors), which is compatible with our result and that ofAngermann et ai. [1999].
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Figure 2.2. Velocity comparison

Velocities and 95% confidence ellipses from Norabuena et ai. [1998] (brown), Angermann et ai. [1999] (blue) and

Kendrick et ai. [1999] (red). Inset shows Ascension Island near the Mid Atlantic Ridge.
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Shortening across the Andes

None of the CGPS stations in this study have been influenced by significant

coseismic motions since measurements began. The velocities of stations SANT,

COPO, and IQQE, which are located in coastal Chile or at the western edge ofthe

Central Andes, fall in the range 19-24 mm/yr, bearing N 73°-78° E (Fig. 2.1 and

Table 2.2). There is a tendency for the velocity of these stations to decline as the

distance between the station and the plate boundary increases. This is expected given

that a large part of this motion manifests interseismic strain accumulation

[Norabuena et aI., 1998]. The rate at which this elastic strain accumulates declines

toward the east, with the scale length of this spatial decay being set by the width of

the Nazca-South America plate interface.

Our velocity for AREQ (10 mm/yr) sharply contrasts with the pattern further

south. Stations AREQ and IQQE lie north and south, respectively, ofthe Arica

deflection or "elbow" near 18° S. Perhaps the ~50% drop in velocity between IQQE

and AREQ is associated with the changing obliquity of the subduction vector from

nearly zero at IQQE to > 30° near AREQ [McCaffrey, 1994]. Along-strike variation

of obliquity might be important in the Sub-Andean zone as well as near the main

plate boundary. Perhaps the reduced velocity at AREQ indicates that shortening

across the Sub-Andean zone (east of the high Andes) is less vigorous well north of

the 'bend' at about 17° S than it is south of the bend. However, there are a number of

complicating factors. Station AREQ lies close to (i) the northwestern termination of
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the Altiplano province, (ii) a sharp change in the dip of the subducting Nazca plate

(Fig. 2.1), and (iii) the terminus of an active volcanic arc [Bevis and Isacks, 1984;

Cahill and Isacks, 1993]. These features may be associated with the intersection of

the Nazca Ridge and the Chile trench. The several dense GPS networks in this region,

when properly integrated, will provide an excellent opportunity to study along-strike

neotectonic segmentation of the Andes [Jordan et al., 1983] as well as across-strike

partitioning of strain in this two-sided (doubly vergent) mountain belt. However, we

need to resolve the discrepancy at AREQ before we can compare our roving GPS

results with those ofNorabuena et al. [1998] in nearly equivalent frames.

Stations TUCU and CFAG are located east of the high Central Andes. Station

CFAG, which lies within the deforming orogen, is moving towards the craton at

about 7 mm/yr, subparallel to the velocity of SANT further west. The implied

convergence between SANT and CFAG could manifest both eastward decay of

elastic strain accumulation associated with the Nazca plate boundary and localized

shortening across the Precordilleran thrusts. Significant shortening is taking place

east of CFAG too, presumably on the structures associated with the Sierras

Pampeanas. Station TUCU lies close to the western boundary of the craton, and its

velocity is less than 2 mm/yr.

Stations ANTC and COYQ are located in the Southern Andes. Station ANTC

lies just north of the northern edge of the rupture zone of the great 1960 Chile
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earthquake [Barrientos and Ward, 1990], while station COYQ is located a little north

of the Nazca-South America-Antarctica triple junction which was the southern

terminus of the 1960 event. The velocity at ANTC is 16 mm/yr bearing N 92° E,

which is quite distinct from that observed east of the Central Andes at SANT, COPO,

and IQQE. An even larger difference is indicated by an early result for COYQ. Given

a total observational time span ofonly 0.88 year, the velocity for COYQ is not yet

well established. But even given its large error ellipse, the motion of COYQ appears

anomalous relative to all the other Chilean CGPS stations. We shall show elsewhere

that our roving GPS results in this region are also anomalous and suggest that all GPS

stations lying within or close to the rupture zone of the great 1960 earthquake are

strongly affected by postseismic viscous relaxation more than thirty-five years after

this enormous geophysical event.

Discussion

Whereas geodesists are mostly concerned with the geometrical consistency of

regional and global reference frames, geophysicists are also concerned with their

precise physical significance. In some contexts, and at some level of velocity

resolution, standard geodetic reference frames - even though they are based in part on

geophysical concepts such as no net rotation of the lithosphere - are merely

convenient geometrical conventions. We need to be able to realize and access

reference frames that are defined tectonically rather than geometrically. The key to

this is incorporating as many CGPS stations as possible. We are swapping CGPS data
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with our German colleagues so that we will soon be able to realize essentially

equivalent reference frames. This will allow us to compare the results obtained by

each group for the hundreds of survey markers that are being positioned with roving

GPS receivers. We expect that many of the "off-line" CGPS stations discussed here

will soon be incorporated into the International Terrestrial Reference Frame through

the ITRF Densification Project of the IGS.

Real but non-tectonic motions at regional CGPS stations complicate the problem

of characterizing the rigid plate, especially when the total number of well-established

stations is rather modest, as in South America. As a community, crustal motion

geodesists need to ensure that in allocating most of our resources to mobile belts such

as the Andean plate boundary zone - "where the action is" - we do not neglect the

more mundane but nevertheless important problem of characterizing the adjacent

rigid plate.

At present several groups are working largely independently on the problem of

realizing frames fixed to the rigid core of the South American continent. The history

of space geodesy suggests that this redundancy of effort will be useful. Once key

technical problems are identified and eliminated through the process of

intercomparison, it will be possible to merge separate sets of results in an optimum

manner. The main technical problem raised by the intercomparisons performed in this
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paper is the discrepancy at Arequipa (AREQ). At every other common station, the

consistency of the various velocity solutions is fairly encouraging.
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Abstract

We present an integrated velocity field for the central Andes, derived from GPS

observations collected between January 1993 and March 2001 that eliminates the

velocity bias between the South America-Nazca Plate Project (SNAPP) and Central

Andes GPS Project (CAP) velocity fields published by Norabuena et al. [1998] and

Bevis et al. [1999]. The reference frame is realized by minimizing the motion of eight

continuous GPS stations and one rover GPS station located in the stable core of the

South American plate. The RMS horizontal motion of these stations is just 1.1

mm/yr. The amplitude of these residual motions is roughly compatible with expected

levels of measurement error. In our new solution, five of the six SNAPP stations

located just outside the orogenic belt are effectively stationary, and the velocities for

adjacent CAP an<;l SNAPP stations now agree at a level consistent with their formal

uncertainties.
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Introduction

The Andes constitute the type example of a continental subduction zone. This

highly seismogenic plate boundary is of great interest to seismologists observing the

earthquake deformation cycle as well as to geologists and geophysicists studying the

growth of mountain belts. As a result there are several groups engaged in GPS

geodesy within the northern, central, and southern Andes. It is now widely

recognized that a large fraction of the crustal velocity field in this region manifests

elastic compression of the upper plate in response to locking of the main plate

boundary [Klotz et al., 1999; Norabuena et al., 1998; Bevis et al., 1999]. However,

back arc convergence also contributes to the Andean crustal velocity field

[Norabuena et af., 1998; Bevis et af., 1999]. One of the main technical challenges for

crustal motion geodesists working here, as in other convergent margins, is separating

elastic end-loading signals produced by locking of the main plate boundary from

other (possibly anelastic) components of the interseismic velocity field. The abrupt

change in the trend of the Andes near 18° S, known as the Arica Deflection or the

Bolivian Orocline, offers a special opportunity in this regard. The pronounced change

in the orientation of the plate boundary, and in the obliquity of plate convergence

[McCaffrey, 1994], will provide the elastic deformation field driven by plate

boundary locking with an unusual signature that should help researchers to isolate

this signal and thereby better isolate the motions and deformations associated with

back arc convergence and perhaps oroclinal bending [Jordan et al., 1983; Isacks,

1988; Gephart, 1994; Kley, 1999; Lamb, 2000].
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The Central Andes GPS Project (CAP) [Kendrick et al., 1999; Bevis et al., 1999]

and the South America-Nazca Plate Project (SNAPP) [Norabuena et al., 1998] have

been working in the central Andes since 1993 and 1994, respectively, and both

groups have published preliminary velocity fields for parts of the central Andes.

Unfortunately, an intercomparison of these solutions indicated a bias or offset

between the two sets of velocity estimates. Bevis et al. [1999] suggested that this was

due to a reference frame problem. In crustal motion geodesy the problem of realizing

a fixed-plate reference frame and the problem of expressing velocities within that

frame are highly coupled. When one tries to realize a fixed-plate frame using only a

few GPS stations and/or a narrow time window, it is difficult to suppress statistical

fluctuations (measurement noise) that can generate complementary errors in the

realization of the frame and in the expression of velocities relative to that frame.

Norabuena et al. [1998] had only a 2 year time span of observations available to them

for the SNAPP network, and they used only a few continuous GPS (CGPS) stations

to realize a craton-fixed frame (one of which, International GPS Service (lGS) station

KOUR, had data quality problems in the 1990s). Bevis et al. [1999] had a longer time

series and more cratonic stations available to them than did Norabuena et al. [1998]

for the purposes of realizing a craton-fixed frame. Both SNAPP and CAP will

complete another occupation of their networks by the end of 2001. At that point there

should be little difficulty in realizing essentially equivalent craton-fixed frames.

However, we have made an effort to resolve the reference frame problem using data
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already in hand, both to produce an interim velocity field that can be used by us and

by others engaged in modeling regional defonnation and to throw more light onto the

nature of the reference frame problem. While Norabuena et al. [1998] used GIPSY

software and a point-positioning strategy, the CAP team uses GAMIT software and a

network approach to position and velocity estimation. The network approach is

probably the safer of the two approaches because it is redundant, and, when velocity

estimation is implemented on a regional level (as described below), it eliminates

spatially common-mode errors deriving from the global scale. Accordingly, we have

reprocessed the SNAPP and CAP data sets jointly using GAMIT/GLOBK at the

Pacific GPS Facility (PGF) of the University of Hawaii. We have more data available

with which to realize a craton-fixed frame than did either Norabuena et al. [1998] or

Bevis et al. [1999], and this should also assist us in eliminating the offset between

crustal velocity fields previously reported for the CAP and SNAPP networks.

Realization of a South American Craton-Fixed Frame

Our general processing strategy was described previously by Kendrick et al.

[1999] and Bevis et al. [1999]. We estimate velocities by stacking daily network

solutions (polyhedra) obtained using GAMIT [King and Bock, 2000] and GLOBK

[Herring, 2000] software. In this section we explain our approach to velocity

estimation in more detail and in tenns that should be easy for the nongeodesist to

follow.
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The basic GPS analysis is performed one day at a time using the distributed

processing scheme [Feigl et al., 1993; Oral, 1994; Zhang, 1996; Bock, 1998] adopted

by most GAMITI GLOBK users. In effect, an analysis ofthe global GPS network of

the IGS is combined with a separate analysis of our regional network, so as to achieve

a solution which is essentially equivalent to that which would have been obtained if

the two data sets had been merged and analyzed in one huge batch. The main

advantages of the distributed approach are (1) that the total computational cost is

greatly reduced and (2) that the regional analyst need not perform the global analysis

but can concentrate instead on processing the regional data with GAMIT and

combining the regional and global solutions using GLOBK. The resulting solution

includes an estimate of the geometrical figure or polyhedron consisting of all global

and regional GPS stations included in the daily analysis. Because the analysis (in its

final stages) places only very weak constraints on the coordinates of these stations,

the resulting "free network" solution is not strongly tied to any particular reference

frame, and so while it strongly constrains the size and shape of the polyhedron, it

does not strongly constrain the position or orientation of this geometrical object

[Heflin et al., 1992; Blewitt, 1998]. Free network solutions are also called "fiducial

free", "loose", or "inner coordinate" solutions. Free network solutions describe the

inner geometry of the polyhedron and do not address precisely how the polyhedron is

embedded in an external reference frame thereby establishing its outer coordinates.

The advantage of free network solutions is that they are very little influenced by any

a priori information about the coordinates (and relative positions) of the various GPS
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stations. Even minor errors in prior coordinates used to impose a reference frame on a

polyhedron are capable of inducing subtle distortions in the estimated shape of the

polyhedron.

A free network solution can be transformed into a description associated with a

specific reference frame by applying a transformation consisting of three orthogonal

translations and three orthogonal rotations. This six-parameter similarity

transformation is known in geodesy as a Helmert transformation. (It is also possible

to employ a seventh parameter to permit small changes in scale. This can be very

useful when combining measurements made using different physical principles, e.g.,

optical versus radio techniques, to account for small inconsistencies in the various

fundamental physical constants used in the different analyses or data reductions.

However, it rarely makes sense, in our opinion, to allow scale changes when

combining measurements ofa single physical type.) While one might think of the

polyhedron as being aligned and oriented with an external reference frame during a

Helmert transformation, it is typically more useful to consider the frame (axis system)

as the entity undergoing the change in position and orientation. That is, we are really

transforming the coordinates of the stations composing the polyhedron from those

associated with the arbitrary reference frame invoked by (or implicit in) the free

network solution to those associated with a conventional reference frame such as the

International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) or a fixed-plate frame. Inner
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geometry is invariant under translation and rotation of the reference frame, whereas

station coordinates are not.

Crustal motion geodesists are mainly concerned with estimating the velocities of

their GPS stations in some well-defined reference frame. A series of free network

solutions obtained over a sufficiently long time span (usually 2 years or more)

implies how the internal geometry of the polyhedron changes over time. Just as the

instantaneous geometry of the polyhedron can be conceived of in terms of its inner

and outer geometry, so the deformation of the polyhedron, Le., the motions of its

stations, can be analyzed in terms of its inner or outer geometry [Blewitt et a!., 1993].

Ultimately, we will require the station velocities to be expressed in a conventional

reference frame. There are two general approaches to doing this. The older (and

probably still more widely used) approach is to transform each daily polyhedron into

a conventional reference frame, such as ITRF, and then estimate the station velocities

in that reference frame. In practice the reference frame is realized over an extended

period of time by strongly constraining the positions and velocities of the IGS

stations to their ITRF values. The alternative approach, which we prefer, is to

estimate positions and velocities in inner coordinates, treating the reference frame

merely as a computational convenience, and allowing it to rotate and translate freely

(at constant rates) while focusing on the rate of change of the polyhedron's shape and

size. We transform the resulting inner coordinate solution (positions and velocities)

into a conventional reference frame only after velocity estimation has been
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completed. This is achieved by finding a suitable 12-parameter transformation

consisting of three rotations, three rotation rates, three translations, and three

translation rates. This generalized Helmert transformation relates any two reference

frames over an extended period of time, just as the six-parameter Helmert

transformation relates any two reference frames at a given moment or epoch. (Some

workers, such as Boucher et al. [1998] and Davies and Blewitt [2000], employ 14

parameter generalized Helmert transformations instead, so as to allow scale and scale

rate differences between reference frames.) The advantage of inner coordinate

velocity estimation, like that of the free network solution, is that it eliminates the

potentially harmful influence of prior information (in this case prior velocity

information). We consider inner coordinate velocity estimation to be the logical

extension of the free network approach to the analysis of a network over an extended

period of time.

We perform inner coordinate position and velocity estimation using our own

software package called VSTACK. One six-parameter Helmert transformation is

applied to each daily polyhedron solution so as to align the daily polyhedra as closely

as possible to a suite of constant velocity trajectories (unless an earthquake requires

the introduction of additional coseismic steps at nearby stations). No position or

velocity constraints are imposed during this iterative stacking process: the only

constraint is that the individual (daily) polyhedra are not allowed to change their size

or shape. Our algorithm is most easily understood by considering the simple case of a
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polyhedron time series in which no coseismic (or other) jumps occur. We can

visualize the algorithm in the following way. First we estimate the velocity of each

station by fitting a straight line to each of its spatial (cartesian) coordinates as a

function of time. We then seek a set of Helmert transformations, one for each day,

that align all stations occupied on a given day as well as possible with these station

trajectories (linear position versus time fits). This process is iterated: we reestimate

the three velocity components for each station and then repeat the stacking or

alignment process. At each iteration we track the individual and composite distances

between the stations and the network position velocity model and terminate iteration

when a specific target is reached or when no further progress is being made toward

convergence.

After stacking and velocity estimation is completed, we realize a craton- or plate

fixed frame, Le., one which is nominally attached to the stable (effectively rigid) core

of a plate, by performing a generalized Helmert transformation which minimizes the

horizontal and vertical velocities of a set of stations located within the stable part of

the plate and optionally by minimizing simultaneously the vertical velocities of a

second set of stations located in the stable cores of adjacent plates. That is, we

estimate the 12 parameters of the transformation so as to minimize a composite

measure of these residual velocities in the new frame. Plate stability can be assessed a

posteriori by examining the residual velocities in this plate-fixed frame. (A similar

approach can be used to transform our solution into ITRF: we choose the 12
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parameters of the transformation so as to minimize the weighted deviations of all IGS

station positions and velocities from those values assigned to them in the ITRF

frame).

A key feature of our approach to regional velocity analysis is that even though

we use GAMIT/GLOBK to estimate a daily polyhedron that includes both our

regional stations and the global tracking network of the IGS, we subsequently extract

a regional subset of these stations for the purpose of velocity estimation. This subset

consists of all stations in the South American plate, all stations in the Nazca plate,

and only a few stations located in immediately adjacent plates. We stack on a

regional basis because, as we found previously in the South Pacific [e.g., Bevis et al.,

1995], and as Wdowinski et al. [1997] found in California, global stacking admits

significant amounts of spatially coherent noise into our regional time series [Kendrick

et al., 1999]. Systematic errors enter into a velocity analysis from all spatial scales,

and there is some advantage to limiting the aperture of the network being analyzed to

that of the specific region under study.

The set of stations we use to realize a South American craton-fixed frame in this

paper (Table 3.1) differs from that we used previously [Kendrick et al., 1999; Bevis et

al., 1999] in that we now appreciate that the continuous station (PARE) in Punta

Arenas (southernmost Chile) lies just within, rather than just outside, the active

Patagonian Fold and Thrust Belt, and so it does not lie within the craton.
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Accordingly, we have dropped this station in favor of a relatively new CGPS station

(LKTH) located at Lookout Hill in the Falkland Islands and a longer established

rover GPS station (TNDL) located in Tandil, Argentina. The RMS residual velocity

ofthis group of stations is just 1.1 mm/yr. If we exclude the rover station TNDL, then

the RMS velocity of the eight remaining CGPS stations is 1.0 mm/yr.

A Combined Velocity Field

The data set analyzed by Norabuena et ai. [1998] was based on two GPS

campaigns mounted in 1994 and 1996, and, as a result, the total observational time

span at each of the SNAPP stations was just over 2 years. In contrast, the nearby CAP

stations in northernmost Chile and Argentina analyzed by Bevis et al. [1999] had a

minimum occupation time of 3.6 years. As part of an effort to better tie the CAP and

SNAPP networks, in late 1999 the CAP team reoccupied a station (CATA) it

established in western Bolivia in early 1993 and simultaneously occupied the nearby

SNAPP station PNAS. And in early 2000, a CAP survey crew that reoccupied

stations YAVI and TRES in northern Argentina also occupied five SNAPP stations in

southern Bolivia, two of which (PSUC and SJCH) are located in the craton. These

data, and data from the northern CAP network, will be used by both groups to

establish a small subset of stations, which are shared and, hopefully, will be occupied

more frequently than other rover stations in the region. In this way the CAP and

SNAPP networks will be strongly tied together.
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Table 3.1. GPS stations used to define a craton-fixed reference frame

Continuous and Rover GPS Stations Used by the Pacific GPS Facility (PGF) to

Realize a Craton-Fixed Reference Framea
•

Code Location Lat Long Nobs Tspan Vn sigVn Ve sigVe Typ

KOUR Kourou 5.25 -52.81 2142 8.17 -0.4 0.2 0.8 0.4 I

PORT Portaleza -3.88 -38.43 2378 7.64 0.3 0.1 -0.4 0.4 I

BRAZ Brazilia -15.95 -47.88 1050 5.95 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.5 I

UEPP Pro Prudente -22.12 -51.41 1180 5.57 0.5 0.3 -1.2 0.5 B

PARA Curitiba -25.45 -49.23 1153 5.58 0.4 0.3 -0.6 0.4 B

LPGS La Plata -34.91 -57.93 1663 7.14 -0.8 0.2 -0.5 0.2 I

LHCL Lihue Calel -38.00 -65.60 1173 4.23 -1.0 0.2 -0.8 0.2 C

LKTH Lookout Hill -51.70 -57.85 529 2.35 1.0 0.5 -0.1 0.4 C

TNDL Tandil -37.32 -59.09 13 5.66 -0.1 1.6 1.7 1.5 R

aPor each station we list the station code, location, latitude and longitude, the number
of daily observations incorporated into the geodetic analysis, the total time spanned
by these observations (in years), the north component of velocity (Vn) and its
standard error (sigVn), the east component of velocity (Ve) and its standard error
(sigVe), and the station type (I, IGS global tracking station; B, CGPS station of the
Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatfstica; C, CGPS station associated with CAP;
R, CAP rover station). RMS residual velocity (9 stations) =1.1 mm/yr.
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We processed the SNAPP and northern CAP networks jointly and estimated the

velocities of all stations in the craton-fixed frame of reference described above. We

present velocities only for those CAP stations north of 23° S, since the stations

further south were displaced by the Antofagasta earthquake [Klotz et al., 1996, 1999]

and are not very useful for characterizing the interseismic velocity field. We

estimated velocities using only the SNAPP data available to Norabuena et al. [1998]

and using in addition the more recent data from the "tie" stations. The two sets of

velocity solutions differ only slightly, though the stations with additional recent

occupations have smaller error ellipses when the recent data are included in the

velocity analysis. A comparison of the new solutions for the SNAPP stations and

those published previously by Norabuena et al. [1998], confirms that the original

solution has a 7.5 mm/yr bias in the eastward component of velocity. The

corresponding bias in the north component of velocity is only -0.3 mm/yr, which is

negligible. These bias estimates, which represent median differences between the old

and new solutions (old-new) for the set of common stations, are insensitive to the

inclusion or exclusion of the post-1996 observations at the SNAPP sites.

The integrated velocity field is shown in Figure 3.1 and listed in Table 3.2. Note

that five of the six SNAPP stations located in the craton (PSUC, INGM, SJCH,

REYE, and FITZ) have velocities that differ from zero at a level which is not

statistically significant or only barely significant. This set of stations has an RMS

residual velocity of 2.7 mm/yr. The sixth cratonic station RBLT has north and east
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components of velocity of 5.3 ± 1.9 and 0.9 ± 3.4 mm/yr, respectively, which gives it

a statistically significant northward component of motion but no significant eastward

component of motion. Note that none of these stations were used in the definition or

realization of the craton-fixed frame. Since these stations appear fixed, or very nearly

fixed, even though this result was in no way built into the solution, we feel confident

that the SNAPP stations are properly integrated into our regional reference frame.

The solutions for nearly collocated stations PNAS and CATA, in western

Bolivia, are very similar. This is significant in that CATA has one of the best

constrained velocity solutions for any rover GPS station in the CAP network, since its

total observational time span is 6.8 years (though YAVI and TRES in northern

Argentina have even better solutions since they have been occupied three times over

more than seven years). A visual inspection of the velocity field shows that the

velocity discontinuity (near the boundary of the CAP and SNAPP networks) apparent

in the plots of Bevis et al. [1999] is no longer evident. We conclude that our new,

integrated velocity field is considerably more useful than one obtained by combining

the previously published results of Norabuena et al. [1998] and Bevis et al. [1999].

We recommend use of the new solution as an interim interseismic velocity field for

the central Andes.
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Figure 3.1. Crustal velocity field for the central Andes

The integrated crustal velocity field for the central Andes, north of23°S, relative to the stable core of the South

American plate. Stations belonging to the SNAPP and CAP networks are colored blue and yellow respectively. The

error ellipses are nominally 95% confidence ellipses. The light blue curve is the trench axis. The red curves are the

Cahill and Isacks [1992] depth contours for the middle of the Wadati-Benioffzone. The green curve is a highly

smoothed version of the 3 km elevation contour. The outermost thrusts of the back arc (foreland) region are shown in

dark blue: solid lines indicate thrust faults which break the surface, whereas dashed lines indicate buried or blind

thrusts, some ofwhich are inferred rather than observed. The open triangles indicate the active volcanic arc. The white

rectangles near the trench axis indicate the direction, but not the magnitude, ofNazca - South America plate

convergence. These directions are predicted using an Euler vector derived from GPS measurements (as we will

describe elsewhere). The components of this vector, expressed in geocentric coordinates, are [-0.191006, -4.66105,

8.78279] X 10-9 radians/yr. Abbreviations used in the figure: SAN, the northern Subandean zone; SAS, the southern

Subandean zone.
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Table 3.2. Integrated velocity solution for the CAP and SNAPP
networks

These velocities are expressed relative to the stable core of the South

American plate. For each station we provide its 4-letter code, its latitude and

longitude, the north component of velocity and its standard error (in mm/yr), the

east component of velocity and its standard error, the correlation between the

north and east components of velocity error (which specifies the orientation of the

error ellipse), the total time span of observations in years, and the network to

which the station belongs (S, SNAPP; C, CAP; I, lOS).
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Code Lat Long Vn SigVn Ve SigVe neCor Tspan Net

ANCQ -19.53 -68.72 8.3 1.1 18.3 1.9 -0.293 3.7 C

AREQ -16.47 -71.49 3.3 0.1 13.2 0.1 -0.221 6.9 I
ARIC -18.48 -70.33 6.4 0.4 22.1 0.4 -0.190 6.8 C

AYRO -17.75 -69.88 8.1 1.7 17.7 1.7 -0.347 2.1 S

BAJO -16.95 -70.35 6.0 1.0 9.6 1.5 -0.625 2.2 S
CANA -13.99 -73.93 2.0 1.5 13.2 2.4 -0.224 2.2 S

CASM -9.45 -78.31 -6.9 0.8 -6.3 2.0 -0.071 2.1 S

CATA -16.30 -68.46 3.0 0.2 5.6 0.5 0.021 6.8 C

CHIM -16.94 -65.17 4.1 1.4 0.2 2.6 -0.274 2.1 S

CHNG -18.26 -69.17 10.2 0.6 15.7 2.2 0.458 3.7 C

CHTA -20.17 -66.95 7.3 2.5 8.8 3.2 -0.035 2.1 S
CMOR -18.05 -70.66 8.3 0.8 20.6 1.5 -0.123 2.1 S

CNOR -17.23 -66.21 7.8 2.8 1.8 3.6 -0.333 2.1 S

COMA -17.04 -68.44 8.7 1.5 7.8 1.6 -0.245 2.1 S

CORQ -18.39 -67.66 8.2 1.8 12.7 2.1 -0.512 2.1 S

COTA -15.14 -72.78 4.2 0.9 13.9 2.9 0.227 2.1 S

CSUR -17.72 -66.27 4.9 3.9 8.0 3.8 -0.254 2.1 S
CUSO -13.51 -71.98 6.1 0.9 7.1 1.3 -0.092 2.2 S

ENRI -21.47 -64.23 -0.3 0.4 4.1 0.5 -0.173 6.4 S

FITZ -12.67 -69.35 2.5 1.2 0.1 1.3 -0.233 2.2 S
GRIN -18.42 -69.64 4.7 0.9 15.8 0.9 -0.202 3.1 C

HUAN -12.13 -75.21 3.2 1.0 11.4 1.5 -0.233 2.2 S

INGM -18.46 -63.12 1.4 1.4 -3.6 1.8 -0.319 2.1 S
IQQE -20.27 -70.13 5.4 0.1 25.4 0.2 -0.275 4.6 C

JRAI -16.52 -72.86 1.9 1.8 22.9 3.1 0.001 2.1 S

LAMP -15.33 -70.35 4.7 2.0 4.4 3.4 -0.131 2.1 S

LEON -15.99 -67.60 7.7 1.1 1.1 1.5 -0.335 2.1 S

MACU -14.08 -70.40 1.2 1.1 4.3 1.3 -0.324 2.1 S

OLLA -21.35 -68.04 3.7 3.6 10.7 2.2 -0.204 2.1 S

ORUR -17.71 -66.69 6.5 1.6 6.2 2.0 -0.326 2.1 S

PBLN -22.17 -70.23 10.3 1.0 28.9 1.2 -0.129 3.7 C
PNAS -16.23 -68.49 4.1 0.5 4.8 0.4 -0.089 5.6 S
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Table 3.2. (continued) Integrated velocity solution for the CAP and SNAPP
networks

Code Lat Long Vn SigVn Ve SigVe neCor Tspan Net

POCO -17.43 -71.37 6.1 1.7 24.7 1.8 -0.311 2.1 S
PPAT -12.91 -71.41 5.7 1.1 1.0 1.6 -0.245 2.1 S
PPST -20.98 -68.83 5.0 0.3 23.2 1.4 0.609 3.7 C

PRAC -13.87 -76.36 1.6 0.8 26.7 1.2 -0.067 2.1 S
PSAG -19.60 -70.22 8.8 0.5 28.5 0.6 -0.273 3.7 C

PSUC -21.56 -62.63 0.3 0.5 -1.8 0.6 -0.328 6.4 S

PTCH -21.15 -70.12 11.7 0.5 32.9 0.9 0.134 3.8 C
PUCA -8.40 -74.67 0.5 1.1 -2.8 2.3 -0.024 2.1 S
QLLO -12.65 -72.56 4.8 1.7 4.3 4.4 0.140 2.1 S
QUIL -12.95 -76.44 2.8 1.2 25.7 2.1 -0.028 2.2 S
RBLT -11.01 -66.07 5.3 1.9 0.9 3.4 -0.445 2.1 S
REYE -14.30 -67.35 2.5 2.0 -2.2 3.6 -0.348 2.1 S
SACA -18.54 -68.76 6.2 1.9 16.3 1.8 -0.406 2.1 S
SAPE -15.65 -67.42 3.7 1.9 -2.0 2.0 -0.331 2.1 S

SCNA -18.91 -69.62 9.1 0.3 22.0 0.6 -0.283 3.7 C

SCRI -12.04 -77.02 0.6 2.3 18.3 4.4 -0.062 2.1 S
SJCH -17.87 -60.77 -0.9 0.6 -1.0 0.9 -0.093 6.4 S

SLAS -21.65 -68.28 6.2 0.7 16.3 2.0 0.282 3.7 C

SUCR -18.99 -65.21 2.4 0.8 11.4 0.9 -0.243 6.4 S
TANA -15.75 -74.45 -1.0 2.2 24.2 3.1 -0.155 2.1 S

TAR! -21.63 -65.05 0.9 0.6 7.8 0.8 -0.024 6.4 S

TRES -22.98 -65.48 1.7 0.5 9.8 0.5 -0.626 7.1 C
TUNA -17.02 -65.47 1.1 3.6 -3.6 6.3 -0.284 2.1 S

VAGR -18.71 -64.15 4.0 2.2 8.8 2.2 -0.587 2.1 S

VRDS -20.43 -70.16 9.4 1.1 28.4 2.3 -0.085 3.7 C
YAVI -22.14 -65.49 1.5 0.8 9.2 0.9 -0.288 7.1 C

ZAMA -14.66 -75.62 1.4 2.3 21.8 3.5 -0.117 2.1 S
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Discussion

On 23 June 2001, after this research was completed, an Mw 8.4 earthquake

ruptured the plate boundary near 17.2° S, 73.0° W. All of the GPS data analyzed in

this study was collected prior to the occurrence of this great earthquake, and so the

velocity results presented here can be used to address only the interseismic phase of

the earthquake deformation cycle that preceded this seismic event. Because SNAPP

performed additional occupations of their network just prior to 23 June 2001 (Tim

Dixon, personal communication, 2001), it is likely that this interim velocity field will

be superceded. No further occupation of the CAP stations in northernmost Chile took

place prior to this great earthquake, so our solutions for the interseismic velocity field

at those stations are unlikely to be modified in a significant way.

The Norabuena et al. [1998] solution for the interseismic velocity field implied

that ~10-15 mm/yr ofNazca - South America plate convergence across the central

Andes takes place in the back arc region and that only about half of the convergence

occurring at the main plate boundary was associated with elastic strain accumulation

due to a locked plate boundary. In their model ~34-42% of the plate convergence was

occurring aseismically, so the main plate boundary was only partially coupled or

locked. These findings require some revision in light of the new velocity field. Since

most of the stations in Peru and Bolivia have had their eastward component of

velocity reduced by ~7.5 mm/yr relative to the solution ofNorabuena et al. [1998], it

follows that the fraction of plate convergence taking place in the back arc was
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probably smaller than previously suggested and that the degree of coupling or locking

at the main plate boundary was probably somewhat larger than previously reported.

These conclusions are borne out by modeling studies based on the newly integrated

velocity field [Bevis et at., 2001].
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"the tectonics lies naked on the physical chart" - S. Warren Carey

Abstract

We interpret the interseismic crustal velocity field of the central Andes using a

simple three-plate model in which the Andean mountain belt is treated as a rigid

microplate located between the Nazca and South American (SoAm) plates. We

assume that the Euler vectors associated with these plates are strictly coaxial and that

the surface velocity field can be decomposed into an elastic loading field (driven by

locking of the main plate boundary) and a smaller contribution associated with back

arc convergence. We obtain our best fit to the geodetic velocities if the main plate

boundary is fully (100%) locked between depths of~1O - 50 km and ~8.5% of

Nazca-SoAm plate convergence is achieved in the back arc (by underthrusting of the

Brazilian Shield beneath the Subandean zone).
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Introduction

The central Andes incorporate two of the most striking features in the entire

Andean mountain belt: the ~55° bend known as the Bolivian Orocline, and the

Altiplano-Puna physiographic province, a high continental plateau second only to the

Tibetan plateau in its area and average elevation [Allmendinger et al., 1997].

Gephart [1994] pointed out the remarkable bilateral symmetry of central Andean

topography and noted a less perfect but still rather striking mirror symmetry, relative

to the same plane, in the morphology of the subducted Nazca slab (Figure 4.1).

Paleomagnetic studies indicate rotation of the forearc and the mountain belt relative

to the craton, with anticlockwise rotation dominating in the northern limb of the

orocline, and clockwise rotation in its southern limb [Isacks, 1988; Randall, 1998;

Beck, 1998; Kley, 1999]. Isacks [1988] suggested that this pattern of rotation

manifests along-strike variation in the magnitude of Neogene crustal shortening

across the central Andes. Almost all of this shortening has taken place in the back arc

region to the east of the Altiplano, consisting (from west to east) of the high Eastern

Cordillera, the Interandean zone, and the low Subandean zone. (Note that some

authors refer to the Interandean and Subandean zones jointly as the Subandean zone).

The youngest of these morphotectonic units, the Subandean zone, is a thin-skinned

fold-and-thrust belt that has overthrust and is still overthrusting a slightly deformed

foreland basin [Lamb, 2000]. According to Kley and Monaldi [1998] and Kley

[1999], the degree of shortening within the Subandean zone, and within the broader

back arc region, has a maximum value near the Santa Cruz elbow (and Gephart's
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plane of symmetry) and decreases fairly steadily both to the south and to the

northwest. South of the Santa Cruz elbow, the Subandean zone is believed to have

formed after ~10 Ma [Gubbels et al., 1993]. Given about 80-140 km of shortening

within the Subandean zone (Table 4.1), achieved in ~ 10 Myr, the implied average

rate of shortening is ::::: 8-14 mm/yr.
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Figure 4.1. Topography and tectonic setting of the central Andes

Topography and tectonic setting of the central Andes, presented in an oblique

Mercator projection in which the "equator" is Gephart's [1994] plane of

symmetry (thick dashed black line). The light blue curve west of the coast is the

trench axis. The black curves are the Cahill and !sacks [1992] depth contours (in

kilometers) for the middle of the Wadati-Benioffzone. Note the "flat slab"

sections of the subducted Nazca plate at the northern and southern limits ofthe

map and the relatively steep slab underlying the central Andes. The white circles

show all well-located shallow seismicity (1964 -1995) from the catalog of

Engdahl et al. [1998]. The open triangles indicate the active volcanic are, which

is limited to the steep slab segment. The outermost thrusts of the back arc

(foreland) region, shown in solid white lines, indicate thrust faults which break

the surface, whereas dashed curves indicate buried (blind) thrusts, some of which

are inferred rather than observed. Abbreviations used in the figure: SAN, the

northern Subandean zone; SAS, the southern Subandean zone; SC, Santa Cruz

elbow; SB, Santa Barbara belt; SP, Sierras Pampeanas.
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The direction ofNazca-South America (SoAm) convergence has changed very

little in the last 20 Myr [Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987; Somoza, 1998]. While the

rate of convergence has changed during this time period [Pardo-Casas and Molnar,

1987; Somoza, 1998; Norabuena et aI., 1999], at any given time the maximum rate of

plate convergence along the entire plate boundary has consistently occurred in the

central Andes. However, it is also true that, during this time period, the rate of

Nazca-SoAm plate convergence has varied only slightly (in space) within the central

Andean segment of the plate boundary. So what localized the lateral collapse of the

central Andes and the associated growth of the Altiplano-Puna plateau? !sacks

[1988] suggested that the bending and uplift ofthe central Andes was controlled by

the geometry of the subducting Nazca plate (Figure 4.1). North and south ofthe

central Andes the subducted slab lies very close to the bottom of the South American

lithosphere, whereas beneath the central Andes the slab dips more steeply, and there

is an asthenospheric wedge between the slab and the upper plate. This wedge both

weakened the overlying lithosphere, and accommodated (by flow) the downdip

extension of the Brazilian Shield underthrusting the Andes in the back arc region.

Wdowinski et al. [1989] invoked an additional role for slab geometry: the steepening

of the slab beneath the central Andes promotes a flow field in the overlying mantle

that exerts shear stresses on the base of the upper plate, dragging it into the slab and

thereby throwing the leading edge of the SoAm plate into lateral compression. The

morphology of the subducted slab also exerts a strong influence on the geometry of
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the active volcanic arc (Figure 4.1), as it does in other subduction zones [Barazangi

and Isacks, 1977; Bevis and !sacks, 1984].
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Table 4.1. Horizontal shortening in the foreland thrust belt

Published estimates of horizontal shortening in the foreland thrust belt, based on

balanced cross-section analyses.

Location Shortening, (km) Reference

N. Bolivia (14°-16° S)

N. Bolivia (14°-16° S)

N. Bolivia (14°-16° S)

S. Bolivia (20° S)

S. Bolivia (21 °-22° S)

S. Bolivia (21°-22° S)

N. Argentina (22° S)

Subandean

74

135

132

100

86
60

Subandean &
Interandean

156

159

140-150

125

75
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Baby et al. [1996]

Baby et al. 11995]

Roeder & Chamberlain [1995]

Dunn et al. [1995]

Kley [1993], Kley et ai, [1996]

Baby et al. [1997]
Mingramm [1979],
Allmendinger et al. [1983],
Allmendinger and Zapata
[2000]



Although the style of back arc shortening changes along the strike of the orogen

[Jordan et aI., 1983], back arc shortening of one kind or another is characteristic of

the Andes as a whole. The notion that the modem Andes, in general, were produced

by lateral compression of the leading edge of the South American plate due to the

strong coupling of these plates at their interface [Dewey and Bird, 1970; Uyeda,

1982], draws support from the highly seismogenic character of this plate boundary.

Chile alone suffers a magnitude 8 earthquake about once every 10 years. The

recurrence interval for great earthquakes along most of the Nazca-SoAm plate

boundary is of the order of 100 years. The central and southern Andes have the

highest ratios of seismic to plate tectonic (or geodetic) slip of any subduction zone on

earth, and they are described as having very large coefficients of seismic coupling

[Ruffand Kanamori, 1980; Peterson and Seno, 1984; Kanamori, 1986; Scholz, 1990].

The locking of the subduction interface during the interseismic phase of the

earthquake cycle requires pervasive elastic straining of both plates. Because the

locked plate interface has a shallow dip and dips down toward the upper plate,

interseismic straining at the Earth's surface is asymmetric: surface strain rates near

the locked zone are much larger on the upper plate. Elastic loading signals of this

kind have been measured by Japanese geodesists for more than one hundred years. In

the central Andes, direct geodetic observation of the earthquake deformation cycle

began only during the last decade.
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Crustal Velocity Field of the Central Andes

The recent crustal velocity field of the central Andes, north of~23 0 S, is being

measured by the South America-Nazca Plate Motion Project, known as SNAPP

[Norabuena et aI., 1999] and by the Central Andes GPS Project, known as CAP

[Kendrick et aI., 1999; Bevis et al., 1999]. Kendrick et al. [2001] analyzed all CAP

and SNAPP data collected between January 1993 and March 2001 so as to produce

an integrated velocity field for the central Andes. See Kendrick et al., [200 I, Table 2]

for a complete listing of station velocities expressed in a frame of reference attached

to the stable core of the South American plate. The total observational time span

varies greatly from one GPS station to another, from a minimum span of 2 years to a

maximum span ofmore than 7 years. In this paper we make a preliminary analysis of

this interseismic velocity field.

Both the CAP and the SNAPP networks were constructed to study the

interseismic, coseismic, and postseismic phases of the earthquake deformation cycle,

as well as the neotectonic processes associated with mountain building. The biggest

challenge presently facing crustal motion geodesists attempting to study the growth

and development of mountain belts above strongly coupled subduction zones, such as

the Andes, is isolating the displacements associated with orogenic processes from the

much larger elastic signals, driven by locking of the main plate boundary, in which

they are submerged. Given a hundred years or more of geodetic observations it would

be easier to separate the transient horizontal and vertical signals associated with the
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earthquake deformation cycle from the permanent and progressive (i.e., nonreversing

and accumulating) motions and deformations associated with intraplate deformation

and the growth of topography. However, since the GPS networks of the central Andes

are less than 10 years old, our sampling of the earthquake deformation cycle is highly

incomplete. South of~23° S, the 1995 Antofagasta (Mw = 8.0) earthquake was

observed by project CAP and, in considerably more detail, by our sister project

SAGA [Klotz et al., 1996, 1999]. In our present study area, north of 23 0 S, the only

major earthquake to have occurred in the central Andes since geodetic measurements

were initiated was the recent (Mw = 8.4) South Peru earthquake which occurred on 23

June 2001, just as the analysis for this paper was being completed. Accordingly, the

velocity field analyzed here characterizes only the interseismic phase of strain

accumulation preceding this great earthquake.

Modeling Elastic Strain in the Central Andes

The sharp change in the trend of the central Andes, and the associated changes in

the obliquity of plate convergence [McCaffrey, 1994], should produce an unusual and

characteristic signature in the elastic loading component of the velocity field. Bevis

and Martel [2001] have used a simple, half-space elastic model to investigate

interseismic strain accumulation above a subduction zone associated with oblique

plate convergence. The horizontal surface velocity field near the leading edge of the

upper plate is found to rotate as distance from the trench increases. Above the locked

portion of the plate interface, surface velocity is more oblique than the plate
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convergence vector. Farther back, toward the interior of the upper plate, the surface

velocity is less oblique than the plate convergence vector. This situation is illustrated

in Figure 4.2a, in which the subduction zone has no map-view curvature and the

obliquity of plate convergence does not change along strike. It is clear from Figure

4.2 that the surface velocity field associated with interseismic straining of the upper

plate does not parallel the direction of plate convergence. Figures 4.2b and 4.2c

depict bent plate boundaries characterized by two straight sections joined by a curved

segment in which the locked plate interface has constant dip. Away from the bend,

the interseismic velocity field rotates as in Figure 4.2a, emphasizing the strike-slip

component of plate convergence above and just behind the locked zone and

emphasizing the dip-slip component of plate convergence further back into the

interior of the upper plate. Because the plate boundary is oceanward convex in Figure

4.2b but oceanward concave in Figure 4.2c, the directional fabric of the two velocity

fields is quite different. Clearly Figure 4.2c is closer to the geometry we observe in

the central Andes, though it differs from the real world example in several respects.

Note that across the bend, the surface velocity field above the locked zone has a

component of along-strike (or longitudinal) convergence and that the velocity field in

the "northern" limb rotates counterclockwise (CCW), whereas the velocity field in

the "southern" limb rotates in the opposite sense producing an along-strike

divergence in the back arc (Figure 4.2c). This velocity field is reminiscent of one

recently derived for the central Andes by Lamb [2000] using a fluid flow model in

which buoyancy stresses play an important role. Indeed, the directional fabric of our
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Figure 4.2c and Lamb's Figure 13a are strikingly similar. This similarity serves to

remind us of the non-uniqueness problems inherent in any interpretation of crustal

deformation data.
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Figure 4.2. Oblique convergence surface velocity fields

Synthetic examples of interseismic surface velocity fields produced by locking of plate boundaries associated with

oblique plate convergence. In all three examples the locked plate interface dips at 20° between depths of 20 and 50 km,

and its upper and lower edges are indicated using green dashed lines. The direction and magnitude of relative plate

velocity are indicated using one or more thick red arrows, and the surface velocity field is depicted using a field of thin

blue arrows. (a) The locked zone is straight in map view, and the relative plate velocity (RPV) has a uniform obliquity

of 25°. (b) The locked zone is bent in map view. Two linear segments are joined by a curved segment with conical

curvature. The obliquity of plate convergence varies between + 30° and - 30° and is zero at the center of the bend. (c)

Shows a similar situation, but the map view curvature of the plate boundary has the opposite sense.
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We first attempt to model the GPS velocity field of the central Andes using a

realistic geometrical model of the locked interplate boundary and a GPS-based Euler

vector for Nazca-SoAm convergence but ignoring the role of back arc convergence.

We assume that the interplate boundary is 100% locked in the depth range 10-50 km

(we considered scenarios with lower rates of locking, but they led to poorer fits with

the GPS velocities). We estimated the geometry of the 50 km depth contour using the

contour of Cahill and Isacks [1992] as a starting point and revised it using catalogs of

earthquake hypocenters and centroid moment tensors (CMTs). We then determined a

10 km contour by interpolating between the 50 km contour and a three-dimensional

space curve representing the depth at the axis of the Peru-Chile trench. We

constructed a geometrical model for the locked zone by tiling the interval between the

10 and 50 km contours with a set of triangles (the green lines in Figure 4.3). We

assumed an Euler vector (designated CAPOS) whose components expressed in

geocentric cartesian coordinates are [wx wy wz]' = [-0.191006 -4.66105 8.78279]' x

10-9 radians/yr (E. Kendrick et aI., manuscript in preparation, 2001). This Euler

vector predicts relative plate velocities (in the central Andes) very similar to those

predicted by Angermann et ai. [1999], except that our velocity vectors are rotated

3°-4° clockwise relative to theirs. Between 13° Sand 30° S, the Nazca-SoAm

convergence rates predicted by CAPOS (at the trench axis) fall in the range 61.5-63.4

mm/yr, with the maximum value occurring near 26° S.
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We model the elastic loading signal produced by locking of the plate boundary

using the well-known backslip formalism of Savage [1983]. Like Bevis and Martel

[2001] we implemented this computation in an elastic halfspace, but in this study we

utilized triangular rather than rectangular dislocation elements, employing the

equations provided by Comninou and Dundurs [1975] and the general approach of

Jeyakumaran et al. [1992]. An oblique Mercator projection, designed to minimize the

distortion of angles and lengths within the study area, was used to project all

geometrical elements, including the triangular dislocation network and the Euler

velocity field, into an elastic halfspace. For each triangular element, we computed the

plate convergence vector at the centroid of the element (in geospace), transformed

this vector into the halfspace, and projected it onto the surface of the dislocation,

readjusting its length so as to maintain the magnitude of relative plate velocity, but

reversing its sign, so to generate backslip. (To simulate partial locking of the plate

boundary we reduce the backslip velocity by multiplying it by the locking rate). We

computed the surface displacement at each GPS station for every triangular element

in the dislocation network and computed the net motion by linear superposition. The

observed and model velocity fields are compared in Figure 4.3. We call this model

LPBIOO because it invokes a locked plate boundary (LPB) and assumes that 100% of

Nazca-SoAm plate convergence is achieved at this boundary.
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Figure 4.3. GPS and model LBPIOO velocities

GPS velocities (black lines) compared with a model of the velocities (red lines) produced by elastic loading of the

upper plate in response to locking of the main plate boundary (model LBP100). All velocities are relative to the

effectively rigid core of the South American plate. Stations belonging to the SNAPP and CAP networks are colored

blue and yellow respectively. Some stations are labeled with their four letter station codes. The error ellipses are

nominally 95% confidence ellipses. The white rectangles near the trench axis indicate the direction, but not the

magnitude, ofNazca-South America plate convergence, as predicted by the Euler vector designated CAP05.
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The elastic loading model, LPB100, predicts velocities (the red lines in Figure

4.3) that are in reasonable agreement with the GPS results near the coast but are much

smaller than the GPS velocities for stations located in the eastern half of the mountain

belt (particularly so near the Santa Cruz elbow). That is, the model velocity field

decays much more rapidly with increasing distance from the coast than does the

geodetic velocity field. Two possible explanations for this finding are fairly obvious.

First, we implemented the backslip model in an elastic halfspace, whereas at

interseismic timescales, sub:...lithospheric mantle acts as a fluid and not as an elastic

solid. It would be better to implement the backslip model in an elastic plate rather

than an elastic halfspace. This would cause the (elastic) surface velocity field to

decay more slowly (spatially) toward the interior of the upper plate. Second, our

model completely neglected any crustal velocity component associated with back arc

convergence. There is ample geological evidence for shortening of ~ 8 mm/yr across

the southern Subandean zone since 10 Ma (Table 4.1). At stations TRES, YAVI,

TARI, and ENRI, where the measurement errors are relatively small, the elastic

model seriously underpredicts the observed velocities. However, it is also clear that

the GPS velocities are declining quite rapidly to the east as one approaches the

outermost thrusts of the Subandean zone. (Note that station PSUC, in the craton, is

essentially stationary). The suggestion is that the observed velocities at these stations

derive primarily from shortening within the Subandean zone rather than from elastic

signals produced by locking of the main plate boundary. Accordingly, we leave

consideration ofplate rather than halfspace models of interseismic straining to a later
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work, and we focus in the rest of this paper on extending our existing velocity model

by incorporating a contribution from back arc convergence.

Extending the Velocity Model to Incorporate Back Arc Convergence

According to Gubbels et al. [1993], sometime after 10 Ma, the Eastern Cordillera

began to overthrust the Brazilian shield on a midcrustal detachment that merges updip

with the master decollement (basal detachment) ofthe Subandean zone. The Eastern

Cordillera acted as a "bulldozer" that drove the development of the Subandean fold

and thrust belt by shearing the Phanerozoic cover off the underthrusting Brazilian

shield. The simplest way to explain both the geological observations and the GPS

velocity gradient observed across the Subandean zone is to assume that the

decollement underlying the Subandean zone is freely slipping at depth but locked

near the front (i.e., eastern edge) of the fold-thrust belt. Since the decollement is both

shallow and very gently dipping near the deformation front, the effects of locking

would be highly localized in space: they would not extend very far west of the bottom

of the locked zone. In order to model this process in any detail, we need to know the

geometry of the locked portion of the decollement. This is not known a priori, and

given the sparsity of the present GPS networks, it probably cannot be inverted from

the GPS observations with any great confidence. However, since the influence of

locking would be localized, we can infer the impact of back arc convergence on the

velocity field well to the west of the locked portion of the decollement: it should be

very similar to the influence of a freely slipping decollement. Accordingly, we next
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consider the velocity field associated with a locked main plate boundary and a freely

slipping back arc decollement, and we defer consideration of back arc locking to a

later section of this paper.

The simplest way in which to implement a model with a locked plate boundary

and a freely slipping back arc decollement is to construct a three-plate model in

which the Andean mountain belt is treated as a rigid microplate located between the

Nazca plate and the South American plate and to assume that the Euler vectors for

Nazca-Andean motion and Andean-SoAm motion are coaxial. That is, the Nazca

SoAm convergence is partitioned between the Nazca-Andean boundary (i.e., what we

have been calling the "main plate boundary", which is partially or wholly locked) and

the Andean-SoAm boundary (which we assume, for now, to be freely slipping). We

explored the impact of various locking rates on the main plate boundary, as well as

the ratio of forearc to back arc convergence. In Figure 4.4 we show our best fit model

in which 91.S% ofNazca-SoAm convergence is assigned to the main plate boundary,

which is 100% locked at depths of IO-S0 km, and the remaining 8.S% of plate

convergence is assigned to a decollement that nominally daylights at the dashed

magenta line. We call this model FSD8.SC, since it assumes that a freely slipping

decollement (FSD) accounts for 8.5% ofNazca-SoAm convergence (8.5) and that the

three Euler vectors associated with the three plates are strictly coaxial (C). As long as

we ignore shallow locking of the decollement, the precise position of its surface trace

is not important: all stations to the west of this trace get a velocity boost due to
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Andean-SoAm convergence, and all stations to the east of it do not. All we really

need to know for now is which stations lie above or to the west of the decollement

and which stations lie in the craton.
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Figure 4.4. GPS and model FSD8.5C velocities

GPS velocities (black lines) compared with those predicted by the three-plate model FSD8.5C (red lines).

Other symbols as in Figure 4.3.
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The augmented model, FSD8.5C, produces a much better fit to the GPS

velocities (Figure 4.4) than did the previous model, LPBIOO (Figure 4.3). The

residual velocity field, defined as the vector velocity difference (observed - model),

is shown in Figure 4.5. In the eastern Andes the fit is good south of~18° S and very

good south of~20° S. The fit is also very good almost everywhere in Peru. The

largest problems occur in the Chilean forearc and in the back arc of western Bolivia.

The group "G1" of stations enclosed by the dashed magenta curve in Figure 4.5 has

spatially coherent residuals, with magnitudes of 3-5 mm/yr, oriented roughly NE. A

second group of stations, including LEON, CNOR, SAPE, TUNA, and CHIM, has

residual velocities of similar or even greater magnitude, oriented W - NW, though

some of these also have large error ellipses. Even though the disagreement between

the GPS estimate and the model velocity is often not significant or is only marginally

significant (statistically) at a given station, the fact that groups of stations have

similar misfits suggests that model FSD8.5C has systematic problems in this part of

the central Andes.
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Figure 4.5. Velocity residuals for model FSD8.5C

Velocity residuals (observed - calculated) for model FSD8.5C (thick black lines). The GPS velocities are also

shown (subdued gray lines). The 95% error ellipses refer to the residuals rather than the observed GPS velocities, so as

to assist the reader in determining the significance of the misfit at each station. Note, for example, that while station

TUNA has the biggest residual, it also has the largest uncertainty.
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Nearly all the SNAPP stations have a total observational time span of ~2.1 years,

which is about the minimum useful time interval for velocity estimation (given just

two GPS campaigns). Our experience in South America and elsewhere indicates that

one must be careful not to overinterpret velocity estimates based on such a short time

span. The fact that the CAP and SNAPP stations with the longest time spans tend to

have smaller residuals than their sister stations reinforces the need for caution.

Nevertheless it is of some interest to consider how one might modify the model

(FSD8.5C) to account for the apparent discrepancies between its predictions and the

GPS measurements. If we were to assume that the decollement beneath the northern

Subandean zone (SAN in Figure 4.5) was fully locked down to a depth contour

located (in map view) near to or west of the Eastern Cordillera Frontal Thrust (ECFT

in Figure 4.5), then the predicted back arc component of velocity at stations CHIM,

TUNA, and SAPE would be greatly reduced, and these stations would be nearly

stationary, in accord with the GPS measurements. Depending on the precise geometry

of the lower portion of this locked zone, the residuals at LEON and CNOR could be

reduced too, though it is hard to see how the north component of these velocity

residuals could be eliminated.

It is possible that our geometrical model for the locked plate boundary near

station IQQE is inaccurate and, as a result, that we have underestimated the elastic

loading signal at the stations in group G1. It would be helpful if the seismologists
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working on the interplate seismicity of the Andes could provide us with better, and

geometrically more explicit, models for the zone of shallow underthrusting. (Vertical

sections depicting interplate seismicity would be more useful if they were always

labeled with the latitudes and longitudes of both end points. It would be even more

convenient if the interplate zone ofseismicity were characterized as a surface in

three-space, rather than as one or more curves presented graphically in vertical

sections.) Additionally, we can probably improve our mathematical model for the

deformation associated with locking of the main plate boundary by implementing our

elastic computations in an elastic plate rather than an elastic half-space.

We could obtain a better fit to our GPS results if we abandoned the three-plate

model with its coaxial Euler vectors. If we assumed instead that the motions of the

southern and northern limbs of the orocline (relative to the craton) could be described

using different Euler vectors, we could certainly reduce many of the larger residuals

that presently occur near the Iquique-Santa Cruz axis (Gephart's axis of symmetry),

particularly if we allowed both north limb-craton and south limb-craton convergence

to be modeled using poles that could differ from the pole ofNazca-SoAm

convergence. However this four-plate model would imply relative motion of the

northern and southern limbs of the orocline near their junction, and there are no major

transverse structures (cutting right across the orogen) nor lines of shallow seismicity

to accommodate or manifest active tectonic segmentation of this kind. However,

Lamb [2000] has argued rather convincingly that oroclinal bending is an ongoing
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tectonic process and that the strains associated with bending are accomplished

diffusely by suites of relatively minor structures. We are reluctant to "escalate" our

modeling in this way until another round of GPS measurements has been completed

and analyzed and we can be sure that the residuals in Figure 4.5 do not derive from

measurement errors. Nevertheless, such an escalation may eventually prove

necessary. In the meantime our simple three-plate model can serve as a conceptual

point of departure for researchers considering more complicated models.

Present Rate of Shortening in the Southern Subandean Zone

The stations TRES, YAVI, TARI, ENRI, and PSUC, which span the southern

Subandean zone near the border between Bolivia and Argentina, have some of the

best-constrained velocity solutions in the central Andes. The GPS velocity estimates

for stations TRES, YAVI, and TARI have magnitudes of 8-10 mm/yr and are

oriented very close to N 82° E. The GPS velocity at ENRI is just 4.1 mm/yr, N 94° E,

while PSUC is nearly stationary. According to our simple half-space model, the

elastic loading signal associated with locking of the main plate boundary is 2.6 mm/yr

at YAVI and TRES, 2.3 mm/yr at TARI, and 1.9 mm/yr at ENRI. This component is

a transient elastic signal that will be reversed during a future earthquake and therefore

does not contribute to long-term geological change. By subtracting this elastic

contribution from the average velocity of stations TRES, YAVI, and TARI, we find

the net rate of shortening between these stations and the craton is ~6.5 mm/yr.

(Because model FSD8.5C tries to fit the entire central Andes and not just the area
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near 22° S, it predicts only 5.4 mm/yr of back arc convergence in this part of the

orogen.) We can explain the velocity at ENRI, which is only about half of the mean

velocity of TRES, YAVI, and TARI, by supposing that shortening is still occurring in

the Subandean (and Interandean) fold and thrust belt between TARI and ENRI.

Alternatively, and perhaps more plausibly, we can assume that nearly all geological

(long-term, progressive) shortening east ofTARI occurs east ofENRI, near the front

of the Subandean zone, but that the shallow part of its basal detachment is presently

locked, and this is producing an elastic signal which decays rapidly to the west but is

still strong enough at ENRI to suppress about half of the velocity associated with

back arc convergence.

There is some seismicity in the Subandean zone, but the rate ofmoment release

is low compared to the "flat slab" regions north or south of the central Andes [Jordan

et ai., 1983]. Figure 4.1 shows all well-located shallow events in the time interval

1964-1995. Available focal mechanisms indicate less than a dozen or so earthquakes,

all minor, that could plausibly manifest underthrusting on the master detachment

underlying the Subandean zone and, given poor depth control, some of these could be

located above or below the detachment and so represent activity on other faults

[Jordan et ai., 1983; Chinn and Isacks, 1983; Cahill et ai., 1992; Lamb, 2000]. So the

seismological evidence indicates that most of the detachment has been aseismic for

about 40 years, and therefore it has been either freely slipping or continuously locked.

The GPS velocity field suggests that lower portion of the detachment is freely
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slipping and the upper part is locked. Shallow locking of at least the updip edge of the

basal detachment is expected in the southern Subandean zone, since the detachment

does not actually reach the surface. We need a denser GPS network to better elucidate

the pattern of shallow locking.

Station SUCR,well to the north ofTARI but in a similar tectonic setting, has a

well-constrained velocity solution of~11.6 mm/yr. The elastic contribution from the

main plate boundary is only 2.1 mm/yr, implying that at 18° - 19° S the Subandean

zone is shortening at ~9.5 mm/yr. This is considerably larger than the 6.5 mm/yr of

shortening estimated farther south, near 22° S. However, both estimates are smaller

than the rates suggested by balanced cross-section analysis of the fold and thrust belt

(Table 4.1). Prior interpretations of a 10 Ma date for the initiation of thrusting in the

Subandean belt were based on regional correlations of marine strata of that age (the

"Yecua" formation). More recent geochronological work has suggested that the

correlated strata are locally as old as 14 Ma and as young as 8 Ma with one

questionable section yielding a much older age still. In other words, the previous

correlations are probably incorrect. A more reliable, though indirect, estimate of the

age of initiation of Subandean/Interandean deformation can be made by determining

the age that significant shortening ceased in the Eastern Cordillera. That age [Gubbels

et al., 1993] ranges from 9 to ~13 Ma. Given the uncertainties in the estimates of the

magnitude of shortening along any particular section, combined with the lack of

knowledge about exactly when Subandean deformation began, the geological data
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can be interpreted to be identical to the geodetic estimates for the rate of back arc

deformation or could be 30-50% higher. Work currently in progress should improve

this situation in the near future.

If the present hint that the geological rates of shortening are higher than the

geodetic rates is verified by future work, a possible explanation for this discrepancy is

that the rate of shortening in the Subandean zone has been steadily decreasing during

the time that this foreland belt has been forming. According to Somoza [1998] the

Nazca-SoAm convergence rate at -220 S has fallen by 5.7 mm/yr per Myr since

-10.8 Ma. This implies that the present convergence rate is only -69% of the average

rate for the last 10 Myr. Since plate convergence is the primary driver of back arc

convergence, we might expect a similar difference between the geological estimates

for shortening in the Subandean zone and the geodetic estimates for the present rate

of back arc convergence. Assuming the Subandean zone formed nearly 10 Myr ago or

more recently, its average rate of shortening has been at least 8-14 mm/yr, and

applying a factor of 0.69 implies a present-day rate of at least 5.5-9.5 mm/yr, which

compares reasonably well with the present GPS results. (However, this argument may

be simplistic in that plate convergence may drive back arc shortening indirectly, via

the growth of regional topography and the onset of gravitational spreading. In this

case a slowing of plate convergence might not lead to an immediate drop in the rate

of back arc shortening driven by gravitational spreading.)
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The deformation front of the southern Subandean belt is commonly thought to be

blind; that is, the decollement does not come up to the surface but dies out in a buried

tip line. The fact that stations PSUC and INGM are not moving relative to the craton

suggests that they are located east of the deformation front. The same is true of

stations CHIM, REYE, and FITZ further north. The precise location of the

deformation front is not yet known.

Conclusions

Like Norabuena et al. [1998], we find it necessary to invoke both elastic loading

(produced by locking of the main plate boundary) and back arc convergence

(underthrusting ofthe Brazilian Shield) in order to explain the recent crustal velocity

field of the central Andes. Largely because of a systematic difference between the

velocity fields that Norabuena et al. [1998] and Kendrick et al. [2001] attained for

Bolivia and Peru, our models differ in detail. We find no compelling evidence for slip

partitioning on trench-parallel structures in the Peruvian forearc. Instead we prefer to

explain the curvature of the forearc velocity field as a manifestation of elastic strain

partitioning controlled by along-strike changes in the obliquity of plate convergence

[Bevis and Martel, 2001]. Norabuena et al. [1998] concluded that the main plate

boundary was only partially (~50%) locked, but we find it necessary to invoke 100%

locking of this plate boundary. Small changes to the upper and lower locking depths

(l0 and 50 km) in our model have only a modest effect on the predicted velocity

field, but changes in the locking rate produce directly proportional changes in the
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elastic component of velocity. Our finding of 100%, or nearly 100%, coupling across

the main plate boundary is consistent with the highly seismogenic character of this

plate boundary. Our model requires that only ~8.5% of total Nazca-SoAm plate

convergence (5-6 mm/yr) takes place in the back arc, which is significantly less than

the 10-15 mm/yr estimated by Norabuena et al. [1998].

The best-constrained GPS velocity estimates imply that the modem rate of

shortening in the southern Subandean zone increases from ~6.5 mm/yr near 21.5 0 S

to about 9.5 mm/yr near 18.50 S, implying that eastward motion of the forearc and

central core of the mountain belt cannot be explained completely by a rigid body

motion. The geologically determined shortening rates within the Subandean zone are

less well constrained than the geodetic rates. Not only is it difficult to accurately

determine total shortening using balanced cross sections, but the total time taken for

the Subandean zone to form is not yet well constrained. Accordingly, it is probably

premature to place any great significance on the apparent discrepancies between the

geological and the geodetic rates. While the differences between the geodetic and

geologic rates are probably not statistically significant, geological estimates of

shortening rate allow (and perhaps suggest) that the rate of back arc shortening varies

with latitude, and the GPS results seem to suggest the same thing. When projects

SNAPP and CAP produce improved geodetic velocity estimates in the near future, it

may be necessary to move beyond the simple three-plate model. However, significant

densification ofthese GPS networks will be required (at least locally) to fully realize
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their potential impact on our understanding of the various tectonic and seismogenic

processes currently operating in the central Andes.

While the insights obtained by combining geodetic and geological studies of the

central Andes are largely kinematical in nature, they should allow us to integrate our

measurements over a range of timescales and so provide much stronger constraints on

geodynamical models of the mountain building process. The prospect of soon being

able to separate the forearc-driven and back arc-driven components of the surface

velocity and strain fields should also interest seismologists working on the earthquake

deformation cycle.
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Abstract

We present velocities relative to the South American plate for five GPS stations

on the Nazca plate and use these measurements to estimate the modem Euler vector.

We find a pole at 55.8° N, 92.5° W with a rotation rate of 0.60 °/Myr. Because the

GPS station at Easter Island appears to be moving at approximately 6.6 mm/yr

relative to the other Nazca stations, we repeat our analysis with this station excluded

from the inversion to obtain a second and preferred result (called CAPIO) with a pole

at 61.0° N, 94.4° W and a rate of 0.57 o/Myr. We compare these results with

published finite rotation vectors and infer that during the past 10-20 Myrs, the Nazca-

South America rotation rate has decelerated by 0.04°-0.06°/ Myr.
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Introduction

The Cenozoic history ofNazca-South American (SoAm) plate convergence

obtained by kinematic analysis of marine magnetic anomalies and plate circuit

closure suggests that phases of intense tectonic activity in the Andes are associated

with periods of rapid subduction [Pilger, 1983; Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987;

Somoza, 1998]. The most recent of these studies [Somoza, 1998] finds that

subduction rates in the Central Andes near 22° S peaked at more than 150 mm/yr

between 20 and 25 Ma and has steadily declined from 20 Ma to the present. Estimates

of the present rate of subduction at 22° S lie in the range of 63-79 mm/yr.

Most estimates of the contemporary Nazca-SoAm convergence rate are based on

the global kinematic model NUVEL-l A [DeMets et al., 1994] or geodetic

measurements [Larson et al., 1997; Norabuena et al., 1998, 1999; Angermann et al.,

1999]. Angermann et al. [1999] were the first to recognize a major discrepancy

between their geodetic measurements and the predictions ofNUVEL-IA. Their

Nazca-SoAm Euler vector has an angular velocity ofO.59°/Myr, compared with

NUVEL-IA's value ofO.72°/Myr, which thus implies a ~20% difference in the

subduction rate in the Central Andes. Norabuena et al. [1999] suggest that, because

NUVEL-IA averages plate motions over the past 3 Myrs, discrepancies between

NUVEL-IA and geodetic studies of Nazca-SoAm convergence can be explained by

the deceleration of plate convergence implicit in plate reconstructions. However, if

we accept an Euler vector similar to that ofAngermann et al. [1999], this explanation
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implies a rate reduction of approximately 20% in just 1.5 Myrs, considerably larger

than the deceleration implied by the reconstructions of Somoza [1998].

Herein, we present two new Euler vectors (CAP09 and CAP10) for Nazca-SoAm

derived from global positioning system (GPS) velocity fields measured by the Central

Andes GPS Project [Kendrick et al., 1999; Bevis et al., 2001]. The CAP09 and

CAP10 vectors differ in the weights they assign to a problematic GPS station in

Easter Island. However, both solutions are similar to the result obtained by

Angermann et at. [1999], in that they imply subduction rates approximately 20%

lower than those predicted by NUVEL-1A. We use our preferred solution, CAPlO, in

combination with the plate reconstructions of Somoza [1998]; Pardo-Casas and

Molnar [1987], to estimate the rate of deceleration ofNazca-SoAm plate convergence

during the past 10-20 Myrs.

The GPS velocity field

Our approach to GPS data analysis, reference frame realization, and velocity

estimation has been described at length by Kendrick et al. [2001], so will not be

repeated here. We update the analysis of Kendrick et al. [2001] by employing a

longer time series. We present our latest velocity solutions in a reference frame that

fixes the stable core of the SoAm plate. The RMS residual velocity of the ten SoAm

stations used to realize this frame is just 0.7 mm/yr (Table 5.1). Nine of these stations
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are located in the continental crust, and one (ASCI on Ascension Island) is located in

oceanic crust near the eastern limit of the SoAm plate.

We obtained velocities for five stations in the Nazca plate: two continuous GPS

(or CGPS) stations and three survey GPS (or SGPS) stations. The two CGPS stations

- GALA (Santa Cruz Island) and EISL (Easter Island) - are part of the global network

ofthe International GPS Service. Two of the three SGPS stations - FLIX (San Felix

Island) and RBSN (Robinson Crusoe Island) - are part of the CAP network, and

BALT (Baltra Island) is part of the Sistema de Referencia Geocentrico para America

del Sur (SIRGAS) network. Our GPS stations on San Felix and Robinson Crusoe

Islands are physically distinct from those measured and used by Angermann et al.

[1999]. The velocities of these stations are listed in Table 5.1 and plotted in Figure

5.1. The velocity vectors obtained at GALAand BALT, located approximately 32 km

apart in the Galapagos Islands, are similar.
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Table 5.1. GPS velocity solutions used in this study.

The GPS velocity solutions used in this study. The table columns list the station

name and position, the total time span of observation (years), the north component of

velocity and its standard error, the east component of velocity and its standard error, the

horizontal velocity magnitude (all in mm/yr), the correlation between the estimates of

the north and east velocity components (which specifies the orientation of the error

ellipse), and the station type (C = continuous, S = survey)

Stnm Lat Lon Tspan Vn On Ve Oe Vh Cne Type

Stations in stable core of South American Plate

KOUR 5.25 -52.81 9.59 -0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.019 C

FORT -3.88 -38.43 8.66 -0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.2 0.4 0.045 C

ASCI -7.95 -14.41 6.40 -0.8 0.2 -0.5 0.3 0.9 0.058 C

BRAZ -15.95 -47.88 7.52 -0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.046 C

UEPP -22.12 -51.41 7.30 0.6 0.1 -0.4 0.2 0.7 -0.028 C

PARA -25.45 -49.23 7.30 -0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.2 0.3 0.074 C

LPGS -34.91 -57.93 8.65 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.119 C

TNDL -37.32 -59.09 8.18 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.098 S

LHCL -38.00 -65.60 5.81 -0.5 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.5 -0.220 C

LKTH -51.70 -57.85 3.93 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 1.1 -0.075 C

Stations in Nazca Plate

BALT -0.46 -90.26 6.32 3.2 0.3 53.8 0.5 53.9 0.001 S

GALA -0.74 -90.30 6.61 2.3 0.1 55.9 0.2 56.0 0.000 C

FLlX -26.30 -80.09 7.35 7.7 0.2 62.8 0.2 63.3 -0.128 S

EISL -27.15 -109.38 8.64 -12.0 0.2 67.9 0.2 69.0 0.133 C

RBSN -33.63 -78.84 6.68 7.8 0.6 62.5 0.4 63.0 -0.296 S
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The present-day Nazca-SoAm Euler vector

The GPS stations on the Nazca plate, except RBSN, are located on or within 100

kIn of active volcanoes. Although there were no major eruptions near any of these

stations during the course of the GPS measurements, we note that our geodetic

velocity measurements may be contaminated by site instabilities, such as volcanic

straining or slope instability. We assume that at each station the horizontal and

vertical components of velocity due to site instability are zero mean stochastic

variables with standard deviations of 0h and 0v, respectively. These supplementary

uncertainties may vary from one station to another, and we assign their values a priori

on a best-guess basis (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3) and use this information to augment or

inflate the geodetic covariance matrices prior to using them to weight the various

velocity estimates during the inversion for the Euler vector (se.e Appendix A for more

details).

In our first treatment, the level of noise associated with site instability is assumed

to be minor at all stations (Table 5.2). We inverted the velocity estimates to find the

Euler vector designated CAP09 (Table 5.2, Figure 5.2). The velocity residuals in the

Nazca plate have an RMS magnitude of2.6 mm/yr, with the largest residual, 3.5

mm/yr, at RBSN. A careful analysis of these residuals indicates that station EISL

appears to be moving relative to the other four stations on the Nazca plate. The

anomalous motion ofEISL is also apparent in Figure 5.IA, in which the oblique

Mercator map projection (centered near the Euler pole) is devised so that the Euler
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velocity field is very nearly horizontal (i.e. parallel to the top side ofthe map frame)

everywhere on the map. This anomalous motion is much larger than would normally

be associated with site instabilities, and it presents the possibility that Easter Island is

located in a deforming plate boundary zone rather than in the stable core of the Nazca

plate. Easter Island is situated on one ofa suite of linear structures pervading the

oceanic crust, some of which are seismically active (Figure 5.1B), and much of the

seafloor surrounding Easter Island is covered with recent volcanic material [Liu,

1996]; (D. Naar and P. Wessel, personal communication).

In response to these findings, we performed a second inversion for the Euler pole

in which we eliminated the influence of the EISL velocity by excluding it from the

inversion. This leads to our preferred Euler vector, designated CAP10, as described in

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2. We compared the velocities predicted by CAPlO with the

observed velocities in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3. The velocity residual at EISL is

increased to 6.6 mm/yr, bearing N128° E (Figure 5.1B), but the residuals at the other

four stations are less than 2 mm/yr, with an RMS value ofjust 1.0 mm/yr. Note that

the residual velocity vector for EISL is very much larger than its error ellipse (Figure

5.1B).
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Figure 5.1. Crustal velocities for Nazca and S. America plates

(A) Crustal velocities relative to the stable South American plate (see Table 5.1). The GPS measurements are

shown in black - in most cases the 95% error ellipse (see RBSN) is too small to see at this scale. The velocities

predicted by the CAPlO Euler vector (Table 5.1) are shown using grey arrows. We do not show the results from BALT

on the Nazca plate because they overlap with those at nearby station GALA. The results at GALA and BALT are very

similar. (B) Interplate and intraplate seismicity near Easter island. The arrow depicts the residual velocity (GPS-

CAP10 prediction) at EISL and its 95% confidence ellipse. The focal mechanisms are from the Harvard CMT

catalogue. EM = Easter microplate, JFM = Juan Fernandez microplate, AP = Antarctic plate.
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Table 5.2. Nazca-SoAm Euler vector solution CAP09

Information related to solution CAP09 for the Nazca-SoAm Euler vector. The

upper section lists by station the supplementary uncertainties (Oh and Oy) used to

augment the covariance matrices associated with the GPS solutions, the velocities

predicted by the Euler vector, and the associated velocity residuals (observed -

computed). Velocity magnitudes (mag) are stated in mm/yr, and velocity azimuths

(azm) are stated in degrees east of north. The Euler vector and its covariance matrix

are provided in geocentric Cartesian coordinates with the units radians/year and

(radians/yeari. The pole and rate of rotation are stated in more familiar form

Station

Code

Model velocity

mag azm

Velocity residual

mag azm

EISL
GALA
BALT
FLIX
RBSN

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3

66.2
55.5
55.4
66.0
66.5

99.4
88.5
88.5
83.0
82.4

2.9
0.9
2.3
2.7
3.5

113.4
25.8

-41.8
-97.7

-107.2

Variance of unit weight = 6.09

Euler vector Covariance matrix
X -2.574 X 10-10 1.396 X 10-20 6.413 X 10-21 2.403 X 10-21

Y -5.864 X 10-9 6.413 X 10-21 1.553 X 10-19 4.804 X 10-20

Z 8.631 X 10-9 2.403 X 10-21 4.804 X 10-20 3.296 X 10-20

Euler pole: geocentric Lat =55.78, Long =-92.51; angular velocity =0.598 ± 0.009
degrees/Myr.
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Table 5.3. Nazca-SoAm Euler vector solution CAPIO

Our preferred solution CAPlO for the Nazca-SoAm Euler vector. This table follows

the format of Table 5.2. Station EISL is no longer used to invert for the Euler vector.

Station
Code
EISL
GALA
BALT
FLIX
RBSN

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3

Model velocity
mag azm
63.2 97.2
55.8 87.8
55.7 87.7
63.2 83.1
63.0 82.5

Velocity residual
mag azm

6.6 128.2
0.2 60.8
0.1 29.5
0.1 29.5
0.4 167.4

Variance of unit weight = 2.36

Euler vector Covariance matrix
X -3.680 X 10-10 3.037 X 10-21 -3.121 X 10-21

Y -4.797 X 10-9 -3.121 X 10-21 4.787 X 10-20

Z 8.681 X 10-9 -7.700 x 10-22 1.119 X 10-20

Euler pole: geocentric Lat = 61.01, Long = -94.39;
angular velocity = 0.569 ± 0.005 degreeslMyr.
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Figure 5.2. Nazca-S. America Euler poles

Euler poles associated with NVVEL-1A (NVV), the finite rotations obtained

by Somoza [1998] (Som98) and Pardo-Casas and Molnar [1987] (PC&M87) for

4.9-0 Ma (Somoza only) and 10.8-0 Ma; and the poles derived from GPS

measurements by Larson et al. [1997] (Lar97), Norabuena et al. [1998] (Nor98),

Angermann et al. [1999] (Ang99), Norabuena et al. [1999] (Nor99), and this

article (CAP09, CAP10). All error ellipses are 50% confidence intervals. No

error ellipses were reported by Som98 and PC&M87.
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A comparison of Enler poles

We compare CAP09, CAPlO, and four prior geodetic estimates for the present

day Nazca-SoAm Euler pole in Figure 5.2. This figure also shows the NUVEL-1A

pole and three finite rotation poles associated with the plate reconstructions of

Somoza [1998] and Pardo-Casas and Molnar [1987].

The geodetically derived poles lie close to a great circle arc passing through or

near their center of mass and the center of mass of the various GPS stations in the

Nazca plate. This nearly north-south scatter is also reflected in the geometry of the

various error ellipses. This scatter can be explained in part by a well-known

instability that affects numerical estimates of Euler vectors: the pole may deviate

toward (away from) the velocity sample sites and do relatively little damage to the fit

of the observed and computed velocities if the rate of rotation is increased

(decreased) commensurately. This trade-off is difficult to suppress unless the velocity

field is sampled over a very wide range of Euler latitudes, which is not possible for

small plates.

The NUVEL-1A pole, the CAP09 and CAP10 poles, and the pole ofAngermann

et al. [1999] are not significantly different at the 95% level of confidence. The

CAP09 and CAPlO poles are the only geodetic estimates to lie very close to or north

of the NUVEL-1 A pole and close to the rotation poles ofSomoza [1998] for anomaly
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3 (4.9 Ma) and anomaly 5 (10.8 Ma). When these rotation poles are compared with

the anomaly 5 pole ofPardo-Casas and Molnar [1987] and the NUVEL-IA pole,

which represents a 3 Myr average, we find that we cannot identify with any

reasonable confidence the direction in which the Euler pole has drifted during the

past 10.8 Myrs, except perhaps that the drift has had an easterly component. No error

ellipses were provided for the three finite rotation poles, but if they are of similar size

to the NUVEL-IA error ellipse (or larger), we would conclude that these poles,

NUVEL-IA' s poles, and the CAP09 and CAPIO poles are statistically

indistinguishable.

Our solutions CAP09 and CAPIO have rotation rates of 0.598 ± 0.009 and 0.569

± 0.005 o/Myr, respectively. Both rates are very close to the value of 0.59 ± 0.014

o/Myr reported by Angermann et al. [1999]. Given this close agreement, we adopt the

CAP10 rate for the present and compare it with average rates obtained from various

stage poles to infer how the angular velocity of the Nazca-SoAm Euler vector has

changed during the past ~20 Ma (Figure 5.3). Estimating a deceleration in this way

involves a familiar problem: If we estimate a rate over a shorter period of time (say,

10.8 Myrs), we are less likely to run into difficulties when we assume a constant rate

of deceleration. However, by estimating a rate over a longer period of time (say, 20

Myrs) and incorporating additional measurements, we might better mitigate the

impact of individual measurement errors. Because of the absence of error bars on

many of the points in Figure 5.3, we believe it would be premature to try to infer how
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the deceleration rate may have changed during the past 20 Myrs. We prefer to

conclude simply that during the past 10-20 Myrs, the rate of rotation of the Nazca

SoAm Euler vector has declined or decelerated by between 0.04 and 0.06 o/Myr2. We

also conclude that the rotation rate difference between NUVEL-IA (i.e., 0.72 ± 0.02

o/Myr) and the three nearly identical geodetic estimates (CAP09, CAP10, and

Angermann et aI., [1999]) is not easily explained by uniform deceleration ofNazca

SoAm plate convergence (Figure 5.3).

Discussion

Each new estimate ofthe current Nazca-SoAm Euler pole is usually more tightly

constrained than prior estimates by virtue of a steadily expanding data set. At this

point, the major uncertainty is whether the GPS station at EISL is moving relative to

the stable core of the Nazca plate. We believe it probably is, and for this reason, we

prefer CAP10 to CAP09. We have no observational basis for deciding whether this

anomalous motion is due to ground or monument instability, volcanic deformation, or

regional intraplate deformation, though we suspect that regional deformation is the

major problem.

The various geodetic estimates for the Nazca-SoAm Euler vector imply quite

different subduction rates over the plate boundary as a whole (Table 5.4 and Figure

5.4). Resolving these discrepancies has important implications for seismic risk along
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the Andes, as well as for groups modeling interseismic strain accumulation [e.g.,

Bevis et al., 2001; Trenkamp et aI., 2002].
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Figure 5.3. Nazca-SoAm rotation rate versus time

The Nazca-SoAm rotation rate versus time. The average rotation rates implied by the various stage poles of

Somoza [1998] and Pardo-Casas and Molnar [1987] are plotted at the midpoint of the averaging interval. The

horizontal lines indicate the associated time intervals. Also shown is the NUVEL-IA rate and the present rate from

CAPIO. Ifwe assume that Nazca-SoAm convergence has had a constant rate of deceleration from some epoch T to the

present day, then all the points plotted for times:::; T should fall on one straight line. Ifwe assume that our estimate of

the present day rate is correct, then the family of dashed lines represent rotation rate versus time for three specific

values of deceleration rate, as labelled. The error bars for NUVEL-IA and CAP10 are too small to be easily visible at

the scale of the plot. No error bars are available for the remaining estimates of rotation rate.
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We estimate that the rate of rotation associated with the Nazca-SoAm Euler

vector has been decreasing by approximately 0.04-0.06 °lMyr2 for the past 10-20

Myr. However, it is not possible to estimate the directional part of the acceleration

(deceleration) vector. This difficulty reflects the uncertainties associated with plate

reconstructions, as much as it does those associated with geodetically inferred Euler

poles.
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Table 5.4. Comparison of predicted Nazca-SoAm velocities

Velocity of the Nazca plate relative to the South America plate predicted by

NUVEL-l A [DeMets et at., 1994] and recent geodetic estimates of the Euler vector

at a set ofpoints lying close to the plate boundary. The two subtables list the

magnitude and bearing of the horizontal velocity predicted at each point.

Abbreviations for the Euler vectors are as follows: Nuv = NUVEL-IA, Lar97 =

Larson et ai. [1997], Nor98 = Norabuena et ai. [1998], Ang99 =Angermann et ai.

[1999], and Nor99 = Norabuena et at. [1999]. CAP09 and CAP1 0 are derived in

this article.

Lat Lon Nuv Lar97 Nor98 Ang99 Nor99 CAP09 CAP10

Horizontal velocity magnitude (mm/yr)
+ 5.0 -78.0 63.6 52.2 48.0 46.7 48.7 52.5 53.3

0.0 -82.0 67.0 57.1 52.2 50.0 52.0 55.5 55.8
-10.0 -80.2 73.7 66.6 61.8 56.6 59.2 61.1 60.1
·20.0 -71.3 78.4 74.5 70.4 62.1 65.3 65.0 62.8
-30.0 -72.4 80.0 79.3 75.3 64.7 68.2 66.4 63.2
-40.0 -75.1 79.4 81.8 78.1 65.6 69.3 66.0 61.8
-46.0 -75.8 78.0 82.2 78.8 65.3 69.1 64.9 60.1

Horizontal velocity azimuth (N°E)
+ 5.0 -78.0 78.8 82.2 74.3 77.3 74.9 79.7 80.7

0.0 -82.0 82.0 87.1 80.2 81.6 79.5 82.9 83.2
-10.0 -80.2 81.6 85.9 80.0 81.2 79.4 82.5 82.8
-20.0 -71.3 77.2 79.3 73.7 76.0 74.1 78.0 79.0
-30.0 -72.4 78.1 80.7 75.7 77.2 75.5 78.8 79.5
-40.0 -75.1 79.5 83.0 78.2 79.2 77.5 80.2 80.6
-46.0 -75.8 79.7 83.5 78.9 79.6 78.0 80.5 80.7
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Figure 5.4. Nazca-S. America plate boundary velocities

Velocity magnitude and direction along the Nazca-South America plate boundary between 50 S and 400 S, as

predicted by Nuvel-IA and Euler vectors inferred from geodetic measurements. The abbreviations are those used in

Figure 5.2 and Table 5.4.
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Appendix A

Let Vn represent the velocity of the Nazca plate at a given station, Vi represent the

much smaller velocity ofthe GPS antenna or monument relative to the Nazca plate

due to local instabilities (e.g. volcanic straining, slope instabilities), and Vg represent

the total velocity of the antenna or monument. (Both V n and vg are stated relative to

the SoAm plate.) We measure vg but prefer to use Vn in our inversion for the Euler

pole. Now, Vn = vg - Vi, but because we do not know the value of Vi, we must equate it

with the zero vector and set Vn =vg• Nevertheless, we can take some account of the

additional uncertainties introduced by potential site instabilities. Suppose that 0h and

Oy are the standard errors associated with the horizontal and vertical components of

local velocity vector Vi. By assigning non-zero values to 0h and Oy we are allowing

for the possibility that we may be in error when we assume that Vi has only zero

elements. Let C n ,Cg ,and C i be the covariance matrices for Vn , vg , and Vi

respectively. Then C n = C g + Ci . To take potential site instabilities into account we

simply use the augmented covariance matrix Cn rather than the geodetic covariance
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matrix Cg during our inversion for the Euler vector. We assume that in local

topocentric (east, north, up) coordinates C j is a diagonal matrix with diagonal

elements 0h
2
, 0h

2 and Oy
2

• (If we set 0h = Oy = 0 then en reduces to Cg). The

supplementary velocity uncertainties 0h and Oy used in our inversions are listed by

station in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
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Abstract

A new Global Positioning System (GPS)-derived velocity field for the Andes

mountains (26°-36°S) allows analysis of instantaneous partitioning between elastic

and anelastic deformation at the orogen's opposing sides. Adding an "Andes"

microplate to the traditional description ofNazca-South America plate convergence

provides the kinematic framework for nearly complete explanation of the observed

velocity field. The results suggest the oceanic Nazca boundary is fully locked while

the continental backarc boundary creeps continuously at ~4.5 mm/yr. The excellent

fit of model to data (1.7 mm/yr RMS velocity misfit), and the relative aseismicity of

the upper crust in the interior Andean region in comparison with its boundaries,
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supports the notion that the mountains are not currently accruing significant

permanent strains. Additionally, the model implies permanent deformation is not

accumulating throughout the backarc contractional wedge, but rather that the

deformation is accommodated only within a narrow deformational zone in the

backarc.

Introduction

Surface velocity fields measured with GPS (Global Positioning System) geodesy

promise new insight into the incremental processes that actively deform continents

and, over geologic time, construct mountains. For continental regions associated with

plate boundaries such as the Andes of South America, an interpretive challenge in

relating the GPS-derived velocity field to the long-term deformational pattern is that

the current pattern likely represents the superposition of an ephemeral (self-reversing)

elastic signal driven by the plate boundary earthquake cycle and steadily

accumulating deformation that produces mountain growth. Specifically accounting

for these two signals is important if we wish to be able to address first order issues

such as the degree of seismic coupling at the main plate boundary [Savage, 1983] and

whether specific instances of continental deformation are more aptly described by the

relative motions of rigid microplates or as the deformation of a viscous continuum

[England and McKenzie, 1982; Thatcher, 1995]. Here, we present a new GPS

derived velocity field from a>1000 km long section of the Andes mountains (26

36°S) (Figure 6.1, Table 6.1, Table 6.2). In our analysis, we test the hypothesis that
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the orogen itself behaves as a rigid unit with a class of models that combines

ephemeral (plate boundary) and permanent (microplate) deformational components.

In the Andes, subduction of the oceanic Nazca plate and locking of the

subduction interface strains the upper plate until rupture during major earthquakes

[Barazangi and !sacks, 1976]. Shortening in backarc contractional orogenic wedges

such as the Argentine Precordillera (PC) accommodates underthrusting of the South

American craton and makes a significant contribution to permanent orogenic

deformation [Allmendinger et al., 1990; Kley and Monaldi, 1998; Ramos et al.,

1996]. Norabuena et aI., [1998] explained their GPS velocity field for the central

Andes (12°_22°S) by assuming the Nazca boundary is only -50% locked and that slip

of -1 0-15 mm/yr occurs on backarc reverse faults locked to 20 km depth. Kendrick et

al. [2001] produced an improved velocity field for the region, and Bevis et al. [2001]

argued that this favored 100% locking of the Nazca plate boundary and reduced rates

of backarc shortening. Similarly, Klotz et al. [2001] concluded that the Nazca plate

boundary was fully locked, though their analysis did not explicitly include any

velocity component from backarc contraction.
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Figure 6.1. GPS velocity field

GPS velocity field superimposed on Andean topography. Inset shows map of

South America with the study area highlighted (red box) and stations used to

define the reference frame (blue circles). Plates denoted with magenta labels.

White contours are of the subducted Nazca plate and red triangles denote

schematically the presence of active arc volcanism [Cahill and !sacks, 1992].

Yellow tic mark is the Nazca-South America convergence direction with a

magnitude of ~63 mm/yr.
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Table 6.1. GPS site velocities

GPS site velocity is expressed relative to the stable South American plate. Code,

station code; Lat, latitude; Long, longitude; Tspan, time span of measurements in

years; Vn, north component of velocity (mm/yr), SigVn, standard error (mm/yr); Ve,

east component of velocity (mm/yr); SigVe, standard error (mm/yr), CorNE, north-

east correlation.

Code Lat Long Tspan Vn SigVn Ve SigVe CorNE
ACOL -30.7834 -66.2134 7.25 0.43 0.77 4.00 0.68 -0.64

AT03 -30.8935 -68.4264 3.37 0.39 0.73 7.91 0.34 -0.14

AT05 -30.8483 -68.9495 3.29 2.43 0.85 9.47 0.83 -0.16

AT06 -30.8787 -68.6879 3.40 3.97 1.06 9.57 1.06 -0.12

ATlO -30.2893 -68.5464 3.39 2.94 0.51 8.13 0.57 -0.47

ATl2 -30.2332 -68.4026 3.40 2.04 0.87 8.16 0.95 -0.11

ATl7 -30.0813 -68.1954 3.38 1.39 1.13 7.16 0.85 -0.43

ATIO -30.2610 -68.7820 3.32 1.70 1.86 9.29 0.60 -0.18

AT23 -30.2346 -69.0057 3.31 3.48 0.55 11.21 0.65 -0.15

AT24 -30.2039 -69.0711 3.53 3.67 1.06 12.48 0.75 -0.33

AT25 -30.6447 -69.0763 3.32 2.56 0.55 10.93 0.42 -0.33

AT29 -30.8156 -67.5906 3.27 1.02 0.61 7.68 1.00 -0.00

AT30 -30.1523 -67.9716 3.33 0.93 0.52 5.42 0.57 -0.08

AT31 -33.0743 -69.1556 2.99 2.02 1.52 8.46 1.57 0,01

AT32 -33.3004 -69.0728 2.93 2.96 0.65 9.95 2.07 0.59

AT33 -33.1475 -68.8355 3.01 1.74 1.01 8.30 0.64 -0.46

AT35 -33.0619 -68.7961 2.99 0.66 2.20 5.60 1.14 -0.52

AT37 -33.0956 -68.7871 3.04 2.29 1.51 6.81 0.85 -0.42

AT39 -33.2380 -68.7213 2.98 1.77 1.48 5.54 0.88 -0.53

AT40 -33.2408 -68.7387 2.99 2.88 0.38 6.30 0.55 0.11

AT41 -33.2561 -68.7861 3.01 2.18 0.92 7.92 0.66 -0.31

BDSD -31.6088 -68.6662 4.99 1.15 0.19 11.23 0.21 -0.36

CALD -27.0827 -70.8621 6.57 8.42 0.35 25.71 0.35 -0.13
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Table 6.1. (continued) GPS site velocities

Code Lat Long Tspan Vn SigVn Ve SigVe CorNE

CBQA -36.1383 -72.8018 4.07 10.32 1.95 38.75 0.91 -0.75

CFAG -31.6022 -68.2326 5.33 0.62 0.05 7.14 0.05 -0.25

CHAM -27.2976 -70.4142 4.98 6.63 0.21 20.94 0.19 -0.47

CHIG -31.7530 -71.5198 4.05 7.04 0.95 25.24 0.72 -0.42

CNGT -31.3744 -69.4162 3.97 3.92 0.28 16.09 0.80 0.55

CNST -35.3180 -72.4148 4.10 9.26 1.14 37.18 0.71 -0.27

COGO -31.1534 -70.9753 3.78 7.91 1.00 25.43 0.74 -0.03

CONA -28.9754 -70.1502 3.77 5.11 0.89 21.27 0.74 -0.54

COPO -27.3845 -70.3382 4.67 5.92 0.06 20.91 0.05 -0.32

CORR -36.1540 -68.3546 4.69 -0.97 1.34 5.33 0.36 -0.04

CPDR -29.6011 -65.5278 7.30 0.85 0.33 3.27 0.64 0.24

GNDL -29.4935 -68.4188 3.98 1.20 0.60 8.12 1.17 0.07

GRDA -27.7157 -69.5584 3.75 3.98 1.61 19.80 1.08 -0.68

GYCN -34.8831 -71.3451 4.07 6.84 0.69 28.00 0.38 -0.92

HUAS -28.4785 -71.2223 3.77 7.20 1.16 28.87 0.98 -0.13

INCA -26.7459 -69.9128 3.75 5.09 0.34 22.49 0.74 0.14

JUNT -29.9791 -70.0939 3.78 6.52 1.66 18.37 1.69 -0.11

LOBO -34.4316 -72.0468 4.09 11.53 1.37 31.17 1.35 -0.16

MALR -35.7268 -69.5425 4.07 -0.47 1.76 9.33 1.29 -0.37

MGCR -31.3088 -67.9268 3.52 1.16 1.00 7.36 0.68 -0.24

MORA -30.2082 -70.7897 3.78 8.69 0.78 20.94 0.67 -0.10

MORR -33.2689 -65.4767 7.27 -0.29 0.44 2.86 0.41 -0.05

MROC -32.9409 -71.5540 4.06 12.28 0.54 28.55 0.33 -0.50

NIHL -34.8864 -68.5030 4.06 1.26 3.58 5.05 1.94 -0.54

PAGN -30.3228 -69.7499 7.90 5.24 0.73 15.43 1.12 0.13

PALO -31.3306 -68.1651 5.47 1.36 0.54 9.80 0.66 -0.05

POBR -30.5910 -71.5037 3.82 8.42 1.16 23.34 0.72 -0.53

POTR -26.3744 -69.4581 3.75 7.52 0.39 20.18 0.38 -0.46

PSNF -26.9319 -68.5988 3.75 8.05 0.37 16.85 0.10 -0.19

PSTO -28.1716 -69.7938 3.76 4.61 1.40 19.42 0.65 -0.50

QNTA -31.7966 -64.4273 7.24 -0.07 1.24 2.62 1.02 -0.37

QPOB -32.4061 -71.2126 6.76 8.32 0.42 22.48 0.62 -0.06

RARI -35.7868 -71.3472 4.07 5.53 1.00 29.17 0.28 -0.28

RBLS -27.9118 -64.1192 4.98 0.74 0.17 4.31 0.24 -0.06
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Table 6.1. (continued) GPS site velocities

Code Lat Long Tspan Vn SigVn Ve SigVe CorNE

RSTD -33.6335 -71.6350 4.08 10.93 0.31 23.94 0.58 0.31

SANT -33.1503 -70.6686 8.18 4.57 0.08 19.31 0.05 -0.33

SIFO -34.2367 -70.5474 4.05 7.74 0.28 17.66 0.10 -0.52

SILA -29.2404 -70.7496 3.77 4.95 0.48 20.87 0.65 0.19

TENO -35.0343 -70.6895 4.09 8.70 0.94 22.15 0.46 -0.08

TINO -28.2602 -67.4245 3.98 1.92 1.25 7.97 2.40 -0.09

TOFO -29.4594 -71.2384 3.78 7.27 0.87 20.47 0.83 -0.09

TOTO -27.8324 -71.0961 3.76 8.77 0.82 26.20 0.59 -0.44

TUeU -26.8433 -65.2304 5.26 -1.24 0.06 2.68 0.07 -0.25

UPSA -32.6929 -69.3488 7.43 3.04 0.91 10.74 0.80 -0.46
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Table 6.2. 3-Plate model parameters

Parameters used in the modeling. Parameters in bold italics are solved for in the

3-plate model inversion, other parameters are held fixed. L, degree of locking on the

Nazca boundary; WAS Lat., AS Euler pole latitude; WAS Lon., AS Euler pole

longitude; WAS W, AS Euler pole angular velocity; OONS Lat., NS Euler pole latitude;

WNs Lon., NS Euler pole longitude; 00 NS 00, NS Euler pole angular velocity; updip

extent, updip extent of the locked Nazca boundary; down-dip extent, down-dip extent

of the locked Nazca boundary; Poisson's ratio, poisson's ratio used in the elastic

dislocation modeling

Parameter

L
WAS Lat.
WAS Lon.

WASW

WNs Lat.

WNs Lon.

00 NS 00

up-dip extent
down-dip extent
Poisson's ratio
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Value

1
56.5°N
113.9°W
O.087·lMyr
61.1°N,

93.6° W
0.57°/Myr
lOkm
50km
0.25



Less attention has been focused on interpreting and modeling the velocity field in

the backarc region of the Andes, largely because horizontal velocities in these regions

tend to be 10 mm/yr or less. In one recent study, however, Lamb [2000] found that

velocity gradients (from geologic and Norabuena et al.'s [1998] GPS data) do not

share the same orientation as calculated buoyancy stress gradients in the central

Andean foreland; thus, the thin viscous sheet approximation has not been applied to

this portion of the Andes as successfully as it has been applied to, for example, the

Tibetan plateau [England and Molnar, 1997].

Our study area, between 26°S and 36°S (Figure 6.1), was chosen so that surface

velocity would not be affected by postseismic signals from either the 1995

Antofagasta earthquake to the north [Klotz et al., 1999] or the great 1960 Chile

earthquake to the south [Plajker and Savage, 1970]. The region is also of interest

because the subducted Nazca slab undergoes a pronounced change in dip with which

the basement uplifts of the Sierras Pampeanas range coincide [Jordan et al., 1983]

(Figure 6.1).

We installed the network of survey (SGPS) and continuous (CGPS) GPS stations

presented here between 1993 and 1997. SGPS measurements were carried out from

1993 to 2001 in sessions of at least 40 hours over consecutive days. Our field,

processing, and velocity analysis methods have been described elsewhere [Bevis et

al., 1997; Bevis et al., 2001; Kendrick et al., 2001]. We realize a craton-fixed frame
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nominally attached to stable South America (Figure 6.1, inset) with an RMS residual

velocity of 1.0 mm/yr. In this reference frame, Andean velocities are directed

eastward towards the craton (Figure 6.1). Velocities are largest (~35 mm/yr) closer to

the Nazca boundary and decline toward the craton with no obvious evidence of

strike-slip deformation [Siame et al., 1997]. Backarc velocity vectors tend to be

rotated clockwise with respect to forearc vectors, a pattern similar to that of the south

central Andes [Bevis et al., 2001]. Notably, the velocity field shows no obvious or

abrupt change in character associated with the changing dip ofthe subducted Nazca

plate (Figure 6.1).

Analysis

We analyze the data in a way that simultaneously addresses both the short-term

ephemeral deformation related to the earthquake cycle at the Nazca plate boundary

and the residual deformation field that leads to backarc contraction and long-term

mountain growth. Although we recognize the utility of continuum models based on a

thin viscous sheet in examining long-term Andean evolution [Lamb, 2000;

Wdowinski et al., 1989], these models do not consider explicitly the short-term elastic

deformation related to the plate boundary. Thus we choose to base our analysis on a

model that combines elastic half-space deformation due to slip on embedded

discontinuities and the steady motion of rigid plates on a spherical earth [Bevis et al.,

2001; McCaffrey, 2002].
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To best reproduce the smoothly curving geometry of the subduction zone in this

-1000 kIn long stretch of the Andes we implement our calculations using triangular

dislocation elements in an elastic half-space [Bevis et al., 2001]. We find that elastic

half-space models driven only by convergence at the Nazca boundary significantly

underpredict velocity magnitude at all stations from the trench to the backarc (Figure

6.2, green vectors). This observation, combined with the evidence that the PC fold

and thrust belt has accommodated more than 100 kIn of shortening during the most

recent phase of Andean orogeny [Allmendinger et al., 1990; Jordan et al., 1993;

Zapata and Allmendinger, 1996], suggests that a 2-plate model [Williams and

McCaffrey, 2001] may be oversimplified, and so we add an independent microplate to

the kinematic description of Nazca-South America convergence.
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Figure 6.2. GPS and model (3-plate and 2-plate) velocities

GPS velocity field with best 3-plate model (red vectors) and 2-plate model

(green vectors) superimposed on Andean topography. Magenta lines denote the

western and eastern boundaries of the proposed 'Andean' plate, with the hachures

on the overthrusting plate (see Figure 6.3 for a description of the 3-plate model).

White triangles are the dislocation elements used in the elastic portion of the

model with the upper (-10 km) and lower (-50 km) boundaries constrained by

earthquake catalogs [Cahill and !sacks, 1992]. Bold black angle marks contain

the yellow stations in the velocity profile which is denoted by the black dashed

line (Figure 6.5). A-A' and B-B' are the geologic cross-sections in Figure 6.7.

All other annotation as in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.3. Three-plate model cartoon

Cartoon of the three plate model in a South America fixed reference frame. Magenta lines and symbols as in

Figure 6.2. Dashed magenta line is the locked portion of the subduction zone with degree of locking, L.
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Our preferred analysis employs a 3-plate model in which an Andean microplate

(A) is located between the Nazca (N) and South America (S) plates (Figure 6.3). At

timescales large compared with that of the earthquake cycle, relative plate motions

are steady and can be described using Euler vectors ((0) [Cox and Hart, 1986] subject

to the constraint that CONs = (ONA + (OAS. We assume that the A-S boundary creeps

continuously at a constant rate on what we envision as a sub-horizontal decollement

rooted at deeper crustal levels beneath the Andean arc. The only explicit geometrical

assumption we make about the A-plate is that the A-S surface trace is chosen to

correspond with the geologically youngest structures of the thrust front (Figure 6.2).

Where station spacing is sparse, the precise location of the surface trace does not

affect the model results. We treat locking of the Nazca boundary as an elastic

perturbation superimposed on steady plate convergence [Savage, 1983]. The

magnitude of this perturbation, the elastic loading field, is proportional to the degree

oflocking, L, at the N-A boundary. The velocity field in A is then a combination of

elastic loading and steady A-S plate convergence, whereas in S all motion is due to

elastic loading.

Previous workers have attempted to model similar data sets by solving for the

lower locking depth on the subduction interface [Klotz et al., 2001] as well as solving

for the down-dip and along-strike variations in coupling [McCaffrey et aI., 2000]. In

preliminary analyses we found that inclusion of these added components to the model

did not significantly improve model-data misfit while adding as many as 9 parameters
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to the inverse problem. Thus by assuming uniform along-strike and down-dip

coupling and a lower locking depth of 50 km we are able to describe our 3 plate

model with only 4 parameters (L and the 3 parameters describing the Euler vector,

WAS).

We find the best-fitting velocity model by repeatedly selecting L and WAS,

calculating WNA, and minimizing misfit with an L) norm using a Nelder-Mead

simplex algorithm. In order to do this we must adopt a value for ffiNs. We [Kendrick

et al., 2003] and others [Angermann et aI., 1999; Norabuena et aI., 1999] have used

GPS velocities to find the modem Euler vector describing N-S plate convergence.

These studies find convergence velocities significantly slower than the geologically

averaged value predicted by the Nuvel-IA plate model [DeMets et aI., 1994]; thus,

we choose to adopt a modem value as opposed to the other approaches [Ruegg et al.,

2002]. We use our estimate for WNS with a pole at 61.1 ° N, 93.6° Wand a rate of 0.57

o/Myr. At a latitude of 31 oS, N-S plate convergence is -63 mm/yr and is rotated -100

anticlockwise from the normal to the Peru-Chile trench (Figure 6.2).

Results and Discussion

The best model, with an RMS velocity misfit ofjust 1.7 mm/yr (Figure 6.2),

depicts an Andean orogenic system whose boundaries are asymmetrically coupled:

the N boundary is 100% locked while the A plate creeps continuously over the S

plate with a horizontal velocity of -4.5 mm/yr. To assess the robustness of our
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findings, for the range of L values, we ran a series of 100 inversions with independent

and randomly chosen starting points (Figure 6.4). The results clearly illustrate that the

RMS misfit of the best-fitting models steadily decreases as L is increased towards full

locking (Figure 6.4).

The elastic loading component (green vectors, Figure 6.2; blue line, Figure 6.5)

controls the velocity field's cratonward decay and clockwise rotation [Bevis and

Martel, 2001], and it can be recovered by future seismic or aseismic [Dragert et aI.,

2001; Miller et al., 2002] slip events at the Peru-Chile trench. This component

explains ~70% or more of the velocity magnitude for stations throughout most of the

A plate; far from the trench, it accounts for essentially the entire velocity field in the

S plate including the seismically active Sierras Pampeanas region [Costa and Vita

Finzi, 1996] (Figure 6.5). The WAS (56.5°N, 113.9°W, 0.087°/Myr) Euler pole and

CONs are only slightly non-coaxial; thus, A-S convergence is rotated ~10° clockwise

from N-S plate convergence. The microplate motion contributes a nearly uniform

velocity increase for all stations on the A plate and accounts for the steady-state

portion of the velocity signal. To the extent that we may compare data sets with

temporal scales differing by 6 orders of magnitude,· the ~4.5 mm/yr magnitude of the

steady signal agrees very well with the post ~2.7 Ma shortening rate of~5 mm/yr

determined for the structures in the eastern PC [Zapata and Allmendinger, 1996].
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Figure 6.4. RMS velocity misfit versus Nazca boundary locking rate

Plot ofRMS velocity misfit versus Nazca boundary locking rate. Fully locked = 1. Each data point represents the

minimum value from 100 inversions with independent and randomly chosen starting points.
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Figure 6.5. Velocity profile

Velocity profile taken along the dashed line in Figure 6.2 plots trench-nonnal distance vs. trench-nonnal velocity,

Vi-. Yellow circles are stations within the comer marks on Figure 6.2, white circles are stations outside of the marks.

Error bars are 95% confidence. Smooth curves are profiles for the elastic loading component, the best 3-plate model,

and the corrected 3-plate model. The green line is the elastic component of the best 3-plate model (red line). The elastic

component is equivalent to a "2-plate" model. Dashed magenta line is the corrected best model.
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The excellent agreement between data and model warrants serious consideration

of the notion that, at least over the decadal time scale reported here, the Andean

region (the "A" plate) does not accrue significant permanent strains and behaves as a

"microplate" overthrusting the stable South American craton. In support of this, a plot

of epicenters of shallow crustal earthquakes (depth < 30 km) from a nearly complete

catalog of earthquakes with Mw > 5.2 [Engdahl et al., 1998] is consistent with the

idea of a stable, largely aseismic, Andean region accruing permanent strains only at

its narrow boundary zones (Figure 6.6). In apparent contrastto the Andes, the region

associated with the India-Asia collision and the Himalayan orogen exhibits a diffuse

pattern of seismicity distributed throughout the Tibetan plateau (Figure 6.6) in a

manner more consistent with a continental region deforming as a continuum

[England and Molnar, 1997]. That the Andean region currently behaves as an

independent block whose kinematics can be well-modeled as a microplate, however,

does not imply that it has done so consistently during this most recent orogenic phase

lasting close to 20 Myrs [Mpodozis and Ramos, 1989]. Proper assessment of the

longer-term deformational comportment of the interior Andean region will require

significantly more high resolution studies of quaternary faulting throughout the

Andes [Siame et al., 2002, 1997].
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Figure 6.6. Topography and shallow crustal seismicity in the Andes and Tibet

Topography and shallow crustal seismicity « 30 kIn ) from A, the Andes and B, the Tibetan plateau taken from

the catalog of Engdahl [Engdahl et al., 1998].
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In the northern- and southern-most sections of the study area, model vectors

nearest the trench tend to be rotated slightly to the north of the data vectors, whereas

those closest to the volcanic arc tend to be rotated to the south (Figure 6.2). These

regions of poorer conformance to the 3-plate model are spatially correlated with

sections of the mountains where the volcanic arc is currently active and subduction is

steep, in contrast to the central portion of the study area where there has been no

active arc volcanism for the past 6 Ma and subduction is flat [!sacks, 1988]. We

speculate that the active arc may be associated with a thermally weakened zone that

leads to this second-order deviation from the 3-plate model.

Although the velocity data do not require that intracontinental subduction [Bally

and Snelson, 1980] is the active backarc process (similar data from other active

orogenic environments such as New Zealand, for example, are explained differently

[Beavan et ai., 1999]) the kinematics defined by the 3-plate model is consistent with

the notion that intracontinental subduction occurs at the A-S boundary. In support of

this, there is substantial evidence from balanced cross-sections from the study area

that continental crust has been underthrust beneath the contractional wedge during the

past ~20 Ma of Andean orogenesis [Allmendinger et aI., 1990; Ramos et ai., 1996;

Zapata and Allmendinger, 1996]. Additionally, further north, seismological data

indicate that the Brazilian craton currently underthrusts the Andean region as far west

as the Bolivian Eastern Cordillera [Beck and Zandt, 2002]. We do not, however,

intend to suggest that intracontinental subduction has progressed to the point that
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continental material is being subducted into the mantle beneath the Andean arc - a

process that mayor may not be physically unlikely [Molnar and Gray, 1979].

Our analysis places strong constraint on the mechanical behavior of the backarc

contractional wedge by demonstrating that permanent deformation is currently

accommodated at the front of the PC fold and thrust belt and not distributed

throughout its width. This is consistent with the narrow band of seismicity described

above (Figure 6.6) and also with post-20 Ma geological reconstructions

demonstrating eastward migration of the PC through active deformation near its t~p

[Jordan et al., 1993; Zapata and Allmendinger, 1996]. In the context of an orogenic.

wedge whose kinematics are forced by the competition between tectonics and erosion

[Dahlen and Suppe, 1988], it is also illustrative to consider mountain belt scale

geomorphic indices demonstrating that the eastern margin of the Andes between ~170

and 360 S is a regime of relatively low erosional intensity [Montgomery et al., 2001].

The combined geodetic, geologic, and geomorphic analyses suggest that the PC has

not attained a steady-state balance of erosion and tectonics, but rather, that it

continually widens through accretion of new material at its toe.
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Figure 6.7. Geologic cross-sections and Precordillera velocity field

Geologic cross-sections and Precordillera velocity field with model and

residuals (white vectors) for Figure 6.7a, the region near San Juan and Figure

6.7b, the region near Mendoza superimposed on a Land Sat 5 Thematic Mapper

mosaic. Symbols as in Figure 6.1A, error ellipses (95% confidence) referred to

residuals. Magenta triangle on cross-sections is location of A-plate boundary.

Cross-sections compiled from references in the text and an unpublished section

from the Mendoza area. N, Niquivil Anticline; LS, Las Salinas Anticline; B,

Bermejo Anticline; LP, La Pilona Anticline; Ba, Barrancas Anticline. In both

cross-section and map view the dashed magenta line is the continuously creeping,

down-dip extent of the locked zone used as a correction to the preferred model

(Figure 6.5).
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Our modeling is carried out at the plate tectonic scale and is not intended to be

precise at the scale of individual structures. For instance, though the model provides

an excellent fit to the data as a whole, residual examination demonstrates a small, but

systematic velocity overprediction near the A-S boundary (Figures 6.2 and 6.7). The

spatial coherence suggests this signal is significant, albeit second-order, even though

individual residual vectors are rarely larger than their associated uncertainty. We can

account for this anomaly by modifying our model: we assume that the A-S boundary

dips westward at 10° and is locked from its tip to a down-dip length of~50 km

(Figure 6.7). (Here, we model backarc locking using the backslip formalism in the

same way as at the Nazca boundary.) This simple (and probably non-unique)

correction is sufficient throughout the PC despite the fact that the structures

comprising the locked zone differ in the north and south [Brooks et al., 2000; Jordan

et aI., 1993; Zapata and Allmendinger, 1996] (Figure 6.7). In the north, the west

vergent Niquivil, Las Salinas, and Bermejo anticlines comprise the locked zone and

the Sierra de Valle Fertil thrust fault, the westernmost expression of the Sierras

Pampeanas basement uplifts, abuts the A-S boundary (Figure 6.7a). In the south, the

zone is composed of only two, east-vergent structures, the La Pilona and Barrancas

anticlines, and the thrust front is separated from the westernmost expression of the

Sierras Pampeanas by ~200 km of undeformed foreland basin strata (Figure 6.7d).

Discerning the details of deformation in the frontal zone, such as activity, strain

accumulation, and seismic hazard of individual structures, will require finer velocity

resolution through longer measurement time spans.
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That we find the decollement below the A-plate to be continuously creeping does

not imply that it is "freely" slipping in the sense that it is shear traction-free. On the

contrary, we envision this boundary to be viscously coupled, a configuration that

allows both continuous motion and stress transmission across the boundary. Thus, we

speculate that transmission of stresses across the fully locked oceanic subduction

boundary drives microplate motion and deformation at the intracontinental boundary.

If the stress drop associated with major subduction earthquakes is small compared to

the failure stress, then creep at the A-S boundary should vary only slightly during the

earthquake deformation cycle at the Nazca boundary.
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Abstract

We report here the first geodetic measurements of vertical motion in Patagonia.

These indicate a broad pattern of uplift near the Patagonian ice fields, with maximum

observed velocities of ~20 mm/yr. This rate of uplift is an order of magnitude larger

than the expected level of postglacial rebound associated with the major deglaciation

following the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). It can be explained if, as anticipated by

Ivins and James [1999], the unusual tectonic setting of this region equips it with a

short isostatic response time and an extraordinary sensitivity to the neoglacial

fluctuations caused by Late Holocene climate change.

Introduction

The present-day ice fields of Patagonia constitute the Earth's third largest body

of continental ice [Warren and Sugden, 1993]. A far larger and essentially contiguous

sheet of ice covered much of the Patagonian Andes during the Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM) at 19-21 ka [Hollin and Schilling, 1981; Porter, 1981; McCulloch et aI.,

2000]. Nearly all of this ice had melted by ~10 ka [McCulloch et aI., 2000; Rabassa

and Clapperton, 1990]. At least four relatively minor neoglacial cycles of advance
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and retreat have occurred since -5 ka, the most recent being the Little Ice Age (1400

1850 AD) and a subsequent retreat which continues to the present day [Mercer, 1970;

Wenzens, 1999; Aniya, 1995].

Glacial isostatic adjustment involves an interplay between the time and space

history of the ice load and the mechanical properties of the solid earth [Haskell, 1935;

Cathles, 1975; Mitrovica and Peltier, 1991]. The viscoelastic response of the earth to

changing surface loads is influenced by the stiffness of the lithosphere and by the

viscosity of the underlying mantle. For loads of great lateral extent the flexural

rigidity of the lithosphere is much less important than the viscosity profile of the

underlying mantle. Both mantle viscosity and elastic thickness are strongly

influenced by tectonic setting. Fennoscandia, which is a stable continental shield, has

a long isostatic memory, and so even though the great ice sheet which existed at the

LGM had almost completely melted by -10 ka, postglacial rebound continues today

with a peak rate of-9 mm/yr [Johannson, 2002]. In contrast, geologically young and

volcanically hyperactive Iceland, which has a thin elastic lithosphere overlying a very

low viscosity mantle, is characterized by much shorter isostatic response times. As a

result, after the Younger Dryas ice cap that had covered most of Iceland began

melting about 10 ka, postglacial rebound was essentially completed in -1000 years

[Sigmundsson, 1991].
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Ivins and James [1999] modeled postglacial rebound in Patagonia assuming the

ICE-3G model for ice load history [Tushingham and Peltier, 1991] and a wide range

of geomechanical scenarios, including a Fennoscandia-like setting at one extreme and

a Basin and Range or Iceland-like "hot and weak" setting at the other. These

simulations indicated that isostatic memory of the LGM should be minimal,

producing modem uplifts rates of~ 1 mm/yr under all geomechanical scenarios. But

for Basin and Range settings with very short isostatic response times, memory of the

neoglacial cycles that have occurred since 5 ka, including the Little Ice Age, could

produce contemporary rates of uplift of 2: 10 mm/yr.

A "hot and weak" mechanical scenario is plausible given the tectonic setting of

the Patagonian Andes. The basement rocks comprise a late Paleozoic-early Mesozoic

forearc accretionary wedge rather than a Precambrian shield. A forearc accretionary

wedge with its myriad thrust faults, might be relatively weak. Moreover, there is

evidence of a history of high heat in this region. The large volumes of late Miocene to

Pleistocene plateau lavas that have erupted into the present back arc region east of the

Andes between about 46° S and 52° S (Figure 7.1) are widely believed to manifest a

"slab window" associated with the Chile Rise triple junction [Gorring et at., 1997].

This window or gap forms as the subducted portions of the Nazca and Antarctic

plates continue to diverge even after a mid-ocean ridge (MOR) segment has been

subducted. [Thorkelson, 1996]. The mantle upwelling associated with the MOR has

passed and continues to pass through this slab window and impinges directly on the
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base ofthe South American plate. The space-time distribution of the Neogene

Patagonian plateau lavas reflects the changes in the shape and the position of the slab

window as the Chile triple junction migrated northwards during the last ~10 Myr to

its present position at about 46° S [Gorring et al., 1997]. This geologically recent

encounter between the East Chile Rise and the Chile Trench has led to high

temperatures, high degrees of partial melting and low mantle viscosities near the

Patagonian ice fields [Gorring et al., 1997].
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Figure 7.1. Predicted and measured vertical velocities in Patagonia

The vertical velocity field, in mm/yr, as measured using GPS (black arrows

and green contours) and as predicted by Ivins and James [1999] (purple contours).

Note that all vectors represent vertical velocities, not horizontal velocities. Yellow

circles represent survey GPS stations, and red squares indicate continuous GPS

stations. Ice fields are shown in white, and flood basalts in grey. The Chile Trench

(CT) is shown in blue, the Chile Rise (spreading center) is shown in red, and the

Magellan Fault Zone (MFZ), which is (dominantly) a transform boundary, is shown

in black. Two triple junctions occur in Patagonia: the Chile Rise Triple Junction

(CRTJ) between the South American (SoAm), Antarctic (Ant), and Nazca plates,

and the triple junction between the SoAm, Ant, and Scotia plates (labeled SASTJ)

near 52° S, 76° W. Volcanoes active during the Holocene are shown as small red

triangles. Other abbreviations used in map: N = North Patagonia ice field, S =

South Patagonia ice field, D = Cordillera Darwin ice field.
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Data

We have been using the Global Positioning System (GPS) to measure crustal

motion and deformation in Patagonia since 1994. The data used in this study have

been analyzed in conjunction with data collected during the Central Andes GPS

Project [Kendrick et ai., 2001] in order to study plate motion and intraplate

deformation associated with subduction ofthe Nazca plate. Our approaches to

fieldwork and data analysis have been described elsewhere [Kendrick et ai., 2001;

Bevis et al., 1997]. We present our velocity solutions for Patagonia (Table 7.1 and

Figure 7.1) in a reference frame that simultaneously minimizes (i) the horizontal

velocities of 16 stations located in the stable core of the SoAm plate and (ii) the

vertical velocities of 33 stations located in the SoAm and several adjacent plates.

Seven of these stations were survey GPS (SGPS) stations with total observational

time spans of 5.7-10.5 years, and all others were continuous GPS (CGPS) stations

with time spans of3.1-1O.6 years (the median span being 7.2 years). The RMS

vertical velocity of all 33 reference stations is 1.2 mm/yr, twice as large as the RMS

horizontal velocity (0.6 mm/yr) ofthe 16 stations located in the stable core of SoAm.
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Table 7.1. Vertical crustal velocity solutions for GPS stations in
Patagonia.

For each station we list the four letter code, latitude and longitude (degrees),

total observational time span (years), number of occupations, the vertical velocity

solution (upwards positive) and the half-width ofthe nominal 95% confidence

interval (both in mm/year). All stations are labeled on the map shown in Figure 7.2.
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Stnm Lat Lon Tspan Nabs Vup StdErr

BLMC -45.91 -71.69 5.0 22 2.4 1.5
CARA -46.80 -75.64 5.7 12 4.2 2.5
CHCH -46.54 -71.73 4.9 20 6.1 1.6
CVER -51.63 -74.51 5.8 3 6.1 0.8
DLGN -45.52 -71.81 5.6 11 3.5 1.3
EDEN -49.12 -74.43 9.1 11 14.8 1.3
ENGA -54.95 -70.78 5.8 4 2.1 1.5
EPRF -50.23 -70.79 5.1 8 -0.5 0.9
ESCH -50.88 -72.37 4.0 10 3.1 2.1
ESRN -53.34 -68.80 5.7 5 1.8 0.8
GRLO -50.36 -75.34 4.1 17 7.8 3.1
HYAT -48.73 -75.34 4.4 4 11.7 1.6
IBAN -53.00 -70.85 5.0 25 0.9 1.3
LGVS -47.69 -73.04 4.8 9 17.8 1.8
LRDS -47.69 -66.02 5.1 8 1.7 1.1

MYMD -52.16 -69.50 5.7 7 0.9 0.8
ORNO -55.97 -67.23 5.9 4 0.8 0.4
PARE -53.63 -70.92 6.6 105 -0.5 0.7
PCEN -49.91 -74.42 4.1 4 10.8 0.8
PLTQ -46.57 -72.70 4.8 9 11.4 1.5
POME -48.05 -74.59 9.1 6 13.4 1.2
PTWS -54.93 -67.52 5.6 5 1.9 1.5
PYGY -47.93 -73.32 4.8 6 21.0 1.8
RBNS -52.06 -72.01 5.7 13 1.3 0.9
TRPS -51.38 -72.43 4.0 7 5.3 3.5
VCNA -54.12 -68.70 5.7 5 -1.0 1.6
WLCH -50.29 -72.19 5.1 8 4.9 0.8
AVTF -54.84 -68.30 5.5 1176 2.3 0.4
COYQ -45.51 -71.89 5.6 1257 -0.1 0.4
PARC -53.14 -70.88 6.8 2161 -1.0 0.3
PWMS -54.93 -67.58 5.6 1855 0.8 0.3
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Of the 27 SGPS stations yielding velocity solutions in Patagonia, 21 were

established and first occupied in a one-month period in January and February of

1994. These stations were reoccupied (at a rate of no more than four stations per

month), from January 1998 to April 2003. The SGPS station PARE was established

earlier, in February 1993, and had been observed for a total of 105 days by the time

of its last occupation in mid-late 1999. Two SGPS stations were established in early

mid 1995 and both ofthese were reoccupied in early-mid 2000. Two more (EPRF

and WLCH) were established in early 1998 and reobserved in early 2001 and then

again in early 2003. The total time span of observation for the SGPS stations varies

between 4.0 and 9.1 years. The mean time span of the 15 SGPS stations with uplift

rates> 3 mm/yr is 5.4 years. The four CGPS stations in Patagonia have total time

spans varying between 5.5 and 6.8 years.

Velocity field

The vertical (upward positive) velocities of the various SGPS and CGPS stations

in Patagonia vary between -1.0 mm/yr and 21.0 mm/yr, with a mean value of 5.0

mm/yr (Table 7.1). Despite the fact that many of the SGPS stations have been

occupied only twice (usually for 1-3 days per campaign), the spatial coherence of the

vertical velocity solutions (Figure 7.1), the fact that nearly all of these stations are

located in solid rock, and the reasonably long time spans involved provide us with

confidence in our initial geodetic results. There is an unmistakable tendency for the

vertical velocity at a station to increase with its proximity to the Northern Patagonia
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ice field (NPI) or the Southern Patagonia ice field (SPI). No station located north of

46° S or south of 52° S has a vertical velocity greater than 3.5 mm/yr. Our network is

relatively sparse in an east-west direction in the region of the icefields, but we note

that the three sites furthest west (CARA, HYAT, and GRLO) have velocities 7.8-11.7

mm/yr, while the three sites between them and the icefields have higher velocities,

10.8-14.8 mm/yr. The two sites furthest east of the NPI and SPI have vertical

velocities ofonly -0.5 and 1.7 mm/yr. The most obvious interpretation is that we are

observing postglacial rebound. But since these measurements have been made in a

plate boundary zone, it is necessary to address the possibility that this broad pattern

of uplift reflects a tectonic process.

The horizontal velocities of the various SGPS and CGPS stations in Patagonia

(Fig. 7.2) vary between 1.8 mm/yr and 11.1 mm.lyr, with a mean value of 5.4 mm/yr.

All but 2 stations, which are located close to the trench, have horizontal velocities of

< 7.8 mm/yr. These velocities, which trend roughly eastwards, tend to decline inland,

consistent with the notion that in large part they manifest elastic compression of the

leading edge of the SoAm plate in response to locking of the subduction interface

[Bevis et at., 2001]. We conclude that this "elastic loading" phenomenon (which we

and others have observed in the central and south-central Andes) makes no significant

contribution to the large uplift rates observed in Patagonia because: (i) those stations

located at and north of the CRTJ near 46.5° S, where the Nazca-SoAm convergence

rate is > 60 mm/yr, are uplifting less rapidly than the stations between 47.5° Sand
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50° S where the Antarctica-SoAm convergence rate is < 20 mm/yr, (ii) between

about 47.5° S and 52° S the uplift rate declines strongly to the south, even though the

Antarctica-SoAm convergence rate in this latitude range varies by less than 1 mm/yr,

and (iii) numerical models of the elastic loading process [Bevis et ai., 2001] suggest

that it produces peak rates of uplift of no more than ~15% of the plate convergence

rate. This means that even if we assume that none of the Antarctica-SoAm

convergence is occurring within the Magellan Fold and Thrust Belt, and that the main

plate boundary near the Chile trench is 100% locked, then tectonic elastic loading

would produce maximum uplift rates of~ 3 mm/yr. Figure 7.3 ,a scatterplot of

station vertical velocity versus horizontal velocity magnitude, shows that there is no

significant correlation between vertical and horizontal velocities. This corroborates

the assertion that unusually large vertical velocities are not due to elastic

compression. Finally, we note that all sites with uplift greater than 2.5 mm/yr are

located in solid rock and that there is no correlation between a site's rock type and its

uplift rate. In light of these arguments, we attribute the extraordinary vertical velocity

field of this region to glacial isostatic adjustment.
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Figure 7.2. Observed horizontal velocities in Patagonia

The horizontal velocity field of Patagonia as measured using GPS (black

lines). All velocities are relative to the effectively rigid core of the South

American plate. The error ellipses are nominally 95% confidence ellipses.

Arrowheads are not shown on the vectors so that one can see the error ellipses.

The sense of a vector is such that it points from its site symbol (yellow circle or

red square) to its error ellipse. Other symbols as in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.3. Scatterplot of station velocities.

Station vertical velocity is plotted versus station horizontal velocity magnitude.

Correlation coefficient is 0.05 . The plot shows no significant correlation between

vertical and horizontal velocities. A significant correlation between the two velocities

would be expected if the vertical velocities were primarily a result of locking at the

subduction interface.

Discussion

A detailed comparison of the GPS results with the model of Ivins and James

[1999] which most closely fits, indicates that near the NPI and the SPI their model
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tends to underpredict the uplift observed. Further south, near the Cordillera Darwin,

the station geometry is poor, but their model tends to overpredict uplift rates. The

overprediction might result from an overestimate of ice loss in this region.

Alternatively, the thermal anomaly associated with low mantle viscosity and short

isostatic response times might be less pronounced this far south: we note that the

large quantities of geologically recent flood basalts do not extend much further south

than 52° S (Fig. 7.2). If this second explanation is correct, then the next generation of

glacial isostatic adjustment models (for Patagonia, at least) will need to accommodate

lateral variability in the geomechanical structure.

Conclusion

Of the many geomechanical scenarios considered by Ivins and James [1999],

only the "hottest and weakest" scenario generating the shortest isostatic response

times predicted a vertical velocity field comparable to that observed using GPS. This

prediction, which assumes a mantle viscosity of 5 x 1018 Pa-s and an elastic thickness

of 25 km, is shown in Figure 7.1. Under this scenario the Patagonian Andes have

essentially no memory of the LGM, and present-day uplift is dominated by the

neoglacial cycles of the last 5,000 years, including (and especially) the Little Ice Age

and the vigorous deglaciation that began in about 1850 and continues to the present

day [Aniya, 1988, 1995; Aniya et al., 1997; Casassa et al., 2002]. In a beautiful

example of earth system interactions, the peculiar tectonic setting of the Patagonian
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Andes has equipped this mountain belt with a short-term isostatic memory and an

extraordinary sensitivity to recent climate change.
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